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 Preface

 About this guide

The HPE MBE Installation and Configuration Guide describes the components of the HPE Memory Based Database
Environment (MBE) and contains procedures for installing, configuring, and operating the MBE.

 Audience

This guide is intended for the persons responsible for installation, configuration, and operation of the MBE. It is also intended
for those who plan the configuration of the MBE. The planner should be familiar with both, the application and the site
requirements.

 New and changed information

This release of HPE MBE Installation and Configuration Guide includes the following updates:

Table 1: New and changed information

Feature Chapter Subsection Description

Baseline Configuration Task 4: Establish MBE file
attribute definitions on page
32

Updated the table MBE File
Attribute Definitions (FILE)
for PART description on
page number 42.

 Document history

Table 2: Document history

Product Version Published

HP MBE R01.01.00 March 2003

HP MBE R04.00.00 April 2006

HP MBE R05.01.00 June 2009

HP MBE R06.00.00 May 2015

HPE MBE R06.00.02 April 2017
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Product Version Published

HPE MBE R06.01.00 July 2018

HPE MBE R06.02.00 February 2019

HPE MBE R06.03.01 December 2019

 Where to get more information

Information or instructions from the following documentation is required at some point in this manual:

• HPE MBE Development Guide
• Guardian Procedure Errors and Messages Manual
• HPE MBE Operations and EMS Guide

 Conventions
This document uses the following symbolic conventions:

Convention Description

Fixed width text Used for file paths, file names, file contents, computer inputs or outputs, and program code.

Bold text Indicates emphasized text and navigation options in user interfaces. Multi-level menu paths
also contain the  →  sign; for example, Start → Settings →  Control Panel.

Green text Indicates internal cross-references to sections, table or figure titles, or external references to
web resources.

<angle brackets> Indicates generic variable names that must be substituted by real values or strings.

Italicized text Used for book or document titles, parameters, terms, and replaceable text.

IMPORTANT:
Indicates essential information to explain a concept or to complete a task.

NOTE:
Indicates additional information to emphasize or supplement important points of the main
text.

TIP:
Provides helpful hints for completing a task. A tip might provide an alternative method for
completing the task that precedes it.

This document uses the following style conventions for procedures:

Subsection title Description

Before you begin Describes prerequisites of the procedure.

About this task Provides background information on the procedure.
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Subsection title Description

Procedure Lists the procedure steps in sequence. A paragraph after a procedure step in the Procedure
section states either of the following information:

• Additional information on the procedure step.
• Example on how to operate the procedure step.
• Results after the procedure step is performed.

Results Result to achieve after the steps in the Procedure section are completed.

What to do next What to do after the procedure is completed.

Example Provides an example, or use case reference on the procedure.

This document uses the following style conventions for related information at the end of sections:

Subsection title Description

Related tasks Contains links to related procedures of the document.

Related concepts Contains links to related sections with conceptual information.

Related references Contains links to related sections with reference information.

Related information Provides external references to web resources.
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Chapter 1

Installation

This section describes how to install the MBE software on the host server by restoring the software from a PAK file. The MBE
software is provided on a CD-ROM or tape. There are three types of installations:

Initial Installation The MBE has never been installed on the host server before. An
initial installation provides a complete set of software files and
subvolumes needed to establish an MBE environment on a host
server.

Full Maintenance Upgrade Installation The MBE has been installed and a full maintenance upgrade release
has been delivered. The contents of the upgrade and the initial
installation are essentially the same, but the installation procedures
vary because configured files are retained during an upgrade. Some
existing files will not be overwritten.

Interim Product Modification (IPM) Installation IPMs contain fixes to certain MBE components and do not contain
all files required for a full installation. Only the installed files that
require the fix will be overwritten.

Before performing an installation procedure, follow the directions in Installation planning on page 10 to ensure that the
system requirements have been satisfied and that you have the information you need to perform the installation.

1.1 Installation planning

Installation planning involves ensuring that specific hardware and software have been installed and also involves completing a
planning form to identify key information needed to perform the installation procedures.

1.1.1 System requirements

Ensure that the following prerequisites are satisfied before installing the MBE software and check the release notes for
additional hardware and software requirements. Release notes are issued with each release of the MBE software. These notes
also contain exceptions and additions to the procedures contained in this guide. Read the release notes that came with this
release before planning the installation.

Ensure that the following hardware is installed and operational:

HPE NonStop server appropriate for the current release of the MBE software

One of the following types of workstations:

• A system console installed with the HPE NonStop Open System Management Interface (OSM) client.
• A workstation that can connect via telnet to the host server where the MBE software resides.

Ensure that the following software is installed:

• HPE NonStop operating system specified in the release notes
• Any previous IPMs specified in the release notes (IPM installations only)
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1.1.2 Planning form

The installation procedures direct you to use information on the Installation Planning Form. Make a copy of the blank form
appearing in Installation planning form on page 44, and use the descriptions in this section to complete the form.

1.1.2.1 Installation summary

Enter:

• The system name of the host server
• The name of the disk (volume) on which the MBE software will be installed.

The name must begin with a “$” (preprinted on the form) followed by up to six alphabetic characters. You can install the
MBE in its own volume or in the same volume as the INS-P software.

• The release number of the MBE software
• The name of the MBE PAK file

Circle:

• The type of installation (initial or IPM)

1.1.2.2 Host server logons

Enter:

• The logon (super ID) and password for the system administrator
• The logon and password for the node manager

1.2 Initial installation

An initial install is performed on a clean disk volume where no MBE environment has been installed previously. This type of
installation consists of preparing the host server for MBE installation, installing and configuring the software, and compiling
and linking the service application to the MBE library as described in the following procedures:

1.2.1 Create an empty volume

About this task

The purpose of this procedure is to create a separate, empty volume for the MBE software by labeling it. This procedure
removes the contents of the existing volume that is being labeled.

If you are installing the MBE software in the same volume as the INS-P software, skip this procedure and go to Copy the PAK
file to the server on page 13.

• You have reviewed Installation planning on page 10 and have verified that all system requirements have been satisfied.
• You are logged on as the system administrator.

Procedure

1. Stop all programs running on the volume:

> STATUS *,PROG $volume-name.*.*,STOP

Where volume-name is the name of the target volume.
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2. Repeat the command to ensure that all programs are stopped:

> STATUS *,PROG $volume-name.*.*,STOP

Some programs may not stop immediately after issuing this command the first time. Repeating the command forces any
programs that are still running to stop immediately.

3. Start the TMF utility:

> TMFCOM

The prompt changes to a tilde ( ~ ) character.

4. Verify whether the volume is audited by TMF:

~ STATUS DATAVOLS

If the target volume is listed, go to Step 5.

If the target volume is not listed, go to Step 7.

5. Disable the volume name:

~ DISABLE DATAVOLS $volume-name

6. Delete the volume from TMF:

~ DELETE DATAVOLS $volume-name, ALLOWINCONSISTENCY

7. Exit the TMF utility:

~ EXIT

The prompt changes back to a TACL prompt.

8. Start the Subsystem Control Facility:

>  SCF

9. Stop the disk:

-> STOP DISK $volume-name, FORCED

10.Verify the status of the stopped disk:

-> STATUS DISK $volume-name

11.Label the volume:

-> ALTER DISK $volume-name, LABEL {$volume-name|$new-volume-name}

When labeling the volume, you can specify either the same volume name or a new volume name if you wish to rename the
volume. Just remember that the volume name must begin with a “$” followed by up to six alphabetic characters.

12.Enter Y when prompted.

13.Exit SCF:

-> EXIT

The prompt changes back to a TACL prompt.

14.Add the new volume:

> TMFCOM ADD DATAVOLS $volume-name

Where volume-name is the label specified in Step 11.
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15.Display TMF-related information:

> TMFCOM STATUS DATAVOLS $volume-name

Verify that the Audit Trail is MAT and that the State is Started.

16.Continue with Copy the PAK file to the server on page 13.

1.2.2 Copy the PAK file to the server

Perform this procedure to copy the installation PAK file to the installation subvolume. Perform one of the following
procedures depending on whether the software is delivered on CD or tape:

1.2.2.1 Copy the PAK file from CD

About this task

This procedure uses the FTP command-line interface available on most Windows NT or UNIX workstations. Other tools for
transferring files to the host server may be available for use on your workstation. Use these tools at your own discretion.

• You are using an empty volume for the installation.
• You are logged on to a workstation with a LAN connection to the host server where the MBE software is to be installed.

The workstation must be able to copy files from the installation CD to an installation subvolume on the host server.

Procedure

1. Insert the installation CD into the CD drive.

2. Using Windows Explorer or another file manager, copy the PAK file from the CD to the workstation’s hard drive.

Save time by first, copying the file to the workstation’s hard drive and then copying it to the server. Even considering the
extra step, copying from the workstation’s hard drive to the server takes considerably less time than doing so directly from
the CD.

3. Open a command-line interface (such as an MS-DOS window or UNIX Korn shell).

4. Start the FTP session:

> FTP

An ftp> prompt is displayed.

5. Connect to the host server:

ftp> OPEN host

Where host is the system name. If the connection is successful, a confirmation message is displayed followed by a
prompt for a user name.

6. Log on as the node manager. Enter the password when prompted.

: NODE.MGR
: password

An ftp> prompt is displayed and you are now logged into the host server. The login message that is displayed indicates
the default API (OSS or Guardian) that is enabled for the user account.

7. If the login message says the OSS API is enabled, type the following command:

ftp>  QUOTE GUARDIAN

The Guardian API is now enabled.
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8. Navigate to the installation subvolume where you want to place the installation PAK file:

ftp> CD installation-volume.subvolume

Where installation-volume.subvolume is the full pathname to the volume and subvolume to which the PAK file will be
copied.

Examples:

ftp> CD $SYSTEM.SITETAPE
ftp> CD $DSMSCM.SITETAPE
ftp> CD $ISA.SITETAPE

You can verify that you typed in the correct pathname by entering the PWD command at the ftp> prompt.

9. Navigate to the hard drive and source folder where the installation files are located:

ftp> LCD DRIVE drive:[\path]

Where drive is the disk drive and path is the full path to the folder containing the installation files. If the CD does not
contain folders, just specify the drive.

Examples:

ftp> LCD DRIVE C:
ftp> LCD DRIVE C:\R010000

You can verify that you typed in the correct source folder by entering the !DIR command at the ftp> prompt.

10.Ensure that FTP understands the type of files being copied by entering the BINARY command:

ftp> BINARY

11.Copy the installation PAK file to the installation subvolume:

ftp> PUT PAK-file PAK-file,100

Where PAK-file is the name of the PAK file and 100 instructs the FTP server to transfer the file as an executable file (file
code 100). The name of the PAK file is in the format MBE version, where version is the MBE software release version.

NOTE:

Do not put a space between the comma and the 100. If a space precedes the 100, the command will ignore the
file code number.

Example:

ftp> PUT MBE10000 MBE10000,100 

12.Quit FTP:

ftp> QUIT

13.Close the command-line interface window if desired, and continue with the procedure Install the MBE software on page
15.

1.2.2.2 Restore the PAK file from tape
It is assumed that you are using an empty volume for the installation.

Procedure

1. From a TACL prompt, log on as the node manager. Enter the password when prompted.

> LOGON NODE.MGR
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> Password: password

2. Mount the site tape on the tape drive.

3. Restore the PAK file. Enter the following command:

> RESTORE/OUT $collector-name.#REST/ $tape-device, 
$*.SITETAPE.PAK-file, OPEN, AUDITED, MYID, TAPEDATE, LISTALL, 
NOUNLOAD, VOL $volume

Verify that “Files not restored = 0.”

4. Continue to the next procedure, Install the MBE software on page 15.

1.2.3 Install the MBE software

About this task

You are now ready to install the MBE software by “UNPAKing” the MBE PAK file. This procedure extracts the release files to
the specified disk volume.

The content of a PAK file can be equated to a PKZIP file used to store and deliver multiple components of PC software.
The MBE PAK file contains all software components (run command files, executables, libraries, and include files) in one
compressed file. The PAK and UNPAK utilities conform to the syntax of the host server BACKUP and RESTORE utilities.

• You have a completed Installation Planning Form.

Procedure

1. From a TACL prompt, log on as the node manager if you have not already done so. Enter the password when prompted.

> LOGON NODE.MGR
> Password: password

2. Unpack the MBE PAK file:

> UNPAK PAK-file, *.*.*, OPEN, LISTALL, VOL $MBE-volume

Where PAK-file is the name of the MBE PAK file and $MBE-volume is the name of the volume where the MBE software is
to be installed.

Example:

> UNPAK MBE10000, *.*.*, OPEN, LISTALL, VOL $MBE

Results
The MBE software is installed.

1.2.4 Perform post-installation procedures

About this task

When software installation has completed, do the following:

Procedure

1. Compile and link the service application with the MBE library as described in the MBE Development Guide.

2. Configure the MBE as described in Configuration on page 20.

3. Compile the EMS filter. For more information, see the MBE Operations and EMS Guide.
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1.3 Full maintenance or IPM installation

Full maintenance upgrades and IPMs are installed on a disk volume where a current MBE environment is installed. This type
of installation consists of backing up the MBE volume, installing the software, making changes to the MBE configuration (if
required), and compiling and linking the service application to the MBE library (if required) as described in the following
procedures.

See the release notes accompanying the release for additional installation considerations and procedures.

1.3.1 Stop the MBE environment

About this task

Perform this procedure only if the MBE software is running and you plan to install the release in the same volume where MBE
is currently installed.

On the other hand, if you plan to install the MBE release in a volume different from the volume where it is currently installed,
you do not need to stop the MBE software if it is running. Before starting the new version of the MBE, you may need to stop
the service application, re-link it to a new MBE library, start the MBE software, and restart the service application. See the
release notes to determine if you need to stop the service application and re-link it to a new MBE library.

Procedure

1. From a TACL prompt, log on as the node manager. Enter the password when prompted.

> LOGON NODE.MGR
> Password: password

2. Move to the MBE volume:

> VOLUME $MBE-volume

3. Enter the following command to stop the MBE environment:

> O MBERUN.RUNSTOP

4. Continue to the next procedure, Back up the MBE volume on page 16.

1.3.2 Back up the MBE volume

About this task

Perform this procedure to back up the volume containing the MBE software.

Procedure

1. Mount the backup tape(s) on the tape drive(s).

2. From the TACL prompt, log on as the system administrator using the super ID. Enter the password when prompted.

> LOGON SUPER.SUPER
> Password: password

3. Back up the volume containing the MBE software:

> BACKUP/OUT $collector-name/$tape-device
$MBE-volume.*.*,OPEN, LISTALL, AUDITED, SQLCATALOGS ON

4. Continue to the next procedure, Copy the PAK file to the server on page 17.
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1.3.3 Copy the PAK file to the server

Perform this procedure to copy the installation PAK file to the installation subvolume. Perform one of the following
procedures depending on whether the PAK file is delivered on CD or tape:

1.3.3.1 Copy the PAK file from CD

About this task

This procedure uses the FTP command-line interface available on most Windows NT or UNIX workstations. Other tools
for transferring files to the host server platform may be available for use on your workstation. Use these tools at your own
discretion.

• You are logged on to a workstation with a LAN connection to the host server where the MBE software is to be installed.
The workstation must be able to copy files from the installation CD to an installation subvolume on the host server.

Procedure

1. Insert the installation CD into the CD drive.

2. Using Windows Explorer or another file manager, copy the PAK file from the CD to the workstation’s hard drive.

Save time by first,copying the file to the workstation’s hard drive and then copying it to the server. Even considering the
extra step, copying from the workstation’s hard drive to the server takes considerably less time than doing so directly from
the CD.

3. Open a command-line interface (such as an MS-DOS window or UNIX Korn shell).

4. Start the FTP session:

> FTP

An ftp> prompt is displayed.

5. Connect to the host server:

ftp> OPEN host

Where host is the system name. If the connection is successful, a confirmation message is displayed followed by a prompt
for a user name.

6. Log on as the node manager. Enter the password when prompted.

: NODE.MGR
: password

An ftp> prompt is displayed and you are now logged into the host server. The login message that is displayed indicates
the default API (OSS or Guardian) that is enabled for the user account.

7. If the login message says the OSS API is enabled, type the following command:

ftp>  QUOTE GUARDIAN

The Guardian API is now enabled.

8. Navigate to the installation subvolume where you want to place the installation PAK file:

ftp> CD installation-volume.subvolume

Where installation-volume.subvolume is the full pathname to the volume and subvolume to which the PAK file will be
copied.

Examples:

ftp> CD $SYSTEM.SITETAPE
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ftp> CD $DSMSCM.SITETAPE
ftp> CD $ISA.SITETAPE

You can verify that you typed in the correct pathname by entering the PWD command at the ftp> prompt.

9. Navigate to the hard drive and source folder where the installation files are located:

ftp> LCD DRIVE drive:[\path]

Where drive is the disk drive and path is the full path to the folder containing the installation files. If the CD does not
contain folders, just specify the drive.

Examples:

ftp> LCD DRIVE C:
ftp> LCD DRIVE C:\R010000

You can verify that you typed in the correct source folder by entering the !DIR command at the ftp> prompt.

10.Ensure that FTP understands the type of files being copied by entering the BINARY command:

ftp> BINARY

11.Copy the installation PAK file to the installation subvolume:

ftp> PUT PAK-file pak-file,100

Where PAK-file is the name of the PAK file and 100 instructs the FTP server to transfer the file as an executable file (file
code 100). The name of the PAK file is in the format MBE version, where version is the MBE software release version.

NOTE:

Do not put a space between the comma and the 100. If a space precedes the 100, the command will ignore it.

Example:

ftp> PUT MBE10000 MBE10000,100 

12.Quit FTP:

ftp> QUIT

13.Close the command-line interface window if desired, and continue with the procedure Install the MBE software on page
15

1.3.3.2 Restore the PAK file from tape

Procedure

1. From a TACL prompt, log on as the node manager. Enter the password when prompted.

> LOGON NODE.MGR
> Password: password

2. Mount the site tape on the tape drive.

3. Restore the PAK file. Enter the following command:

> RESTORE/OUT $collector-name.#REST/ $tape-device, 
$*.SITETAPE.PAK-file, OPEN, AUDITED, MYID, TAPEDATE, LISTALL, 
NOUNLOAD, VOL $volume

Verify that “Files not restored = 0.”

4. Continue to the next procedure, Install the MBE software on page 15.
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1.3.4 Install the MBE software

About this task

You are now ready to install the MBE software by “UNPAKing” the MBE PAK file. This procedure extracts the release files to
the specified disk volume. The IPM installation procedure retains the existing MBERUN and MBEDAT subvolumes on the
MBE volume.

The content of a PAK file can be equated to a PKZIP file used to store and deliver multiple components of PC software.
The MBE PAK file contains all software components (run command files, executables, libraries, and include files) in one
compressed file. The PAK and UNPAK utilities conform to the syntax of the host server BACKUP and RESTORE utilities.

• You have a completed Installation Planning Form.

Procedure

1. From a TACL prompt, log on as the node manager if you have not already done so. Enter the password when prompted.

> LOGON NODE.MGR
> Password: password

2. Unpack the MBE PAK file:

> UNPAK PAK-file, (*.MBEEXE.*, *.MBEHELP.*, *.MBELIB.USRLIB,
*.MBESRC.*), OPEN, LISTALL, VOL $MBE-volume

Where PAK-file is the name of the MBE PAK file and $MBE-volume is the name of the volume where the MBE software
was previously installed.

Example:

> UNPAK MBE10000, (*.MBEEXE.*, *.MBEHELP.*, *.MBELIB.USRLIB,
*.MBESRC.*), OPEN, LISTALL, VOL $MBE

Results
The MBE software is installed.

1.3.5 Perform post-installation procedures
When installation is complete, perform the following:

Procedure

1. If the release notes direct you to do so, compile and link the service application with the MBE library as described in the
MBE Development Guide.

2. Follow the instructions in the release notes for any required MBE configuration changes. See Configuration on page 20
for detailed information about configuration settings.
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Chapter 2

Configuration

Once the MBE software has been installed, the environment in which it is to operate must be configured. Configuration data
provides the necessary details about the parameters, file settings, and other definitions required by the service application
using MBE.

2.1 Configuration overview

This guide approaches configuration as a series of tasks that must be completed to define the MBE environment. Some of the
tasks involve determining configuration settings for the MBE environment. As you identify the configuration settings, you will
record them on a planning form. A set of blank planning forms appear in Configuration planning forms on page 45. You
will then use information on the completed planning forms to update an edit file called the MBE Source Configuration file. The
MBE Source Configuration file stores the parameters, file settings, and other definitions, required by the service application
using MBE. Once the settings have been established in the MBE Source Configuration file, it is input to the MBE Configuration
Compiler, which creates the MBE Object Configuration file that defines a specific MBE environment.

2.1.1 Configuration tasks

Table 3: Configuration Tasks on page 20 briefly describes the primary tasks involved in configuring MBE.

Table 3: Configuration Tasks

Task Purpose

Task 1: Establish MBE environment parameters
on page 22

Define global attributes for the MBE environment

Task 2: Establish MBE remote definitions on
page 27

Define mated, remote MBE environments if there are any

Task 3: Establish MBE alternate key file
attribute definitions on page 28

Define the attributes for alternate key files associated with the MBE

Task 4: Establish MBE file attribute definitions
on page 32

Define the attributes for files associated with the MBE

Task 5: Edit the MBE source configuration file
on page 43

Record the configuration settings in the MBE Source Configuration
file

Task 6: Run the MBE configuration compiler on
page 43

Implement the configuration settings by creating the MBE Object
Configuration file

2.1.2 Sources of information

As you plan the MBE configuration, you will probably need to gather information from the following people:
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Application developer The developer of the service application that uses the MBE may be the only person
who has the information needed to configure the MBE environment. The developer
must describe the settings required by the application and the ways in which the
application makes use of MBE capabilities. You must get the developer’s assistance in
completing the MBE configuration planning forms.

Network administrator

System administrator

The system administrator or network administrator can provide information about the
host server where the MBE has been installed.

2.1.3 MBE environment limits

Table 4: MBE Environment Settings and Limits on page 21 lists segment IDs and the maximum allowed values for certain
resources used by the MBE environment. Keep these limits in mind as you plan the configuration of the MBE environment at
your site.

Table 4: MBE Environment Settings and Limits

Name <-------------

Application

------

DPE

Usage

MFS

----->

MSP
Value

FCB Segment ID ✓ 980

Control Segment ID ✓ 990

Key Segment ID ✓ 991

Data Segment ID ✓ ✓ ✓ 992

Maximum Control Segment
Size

✓ 51.2 MB

Maximum Key Segment Size ✓ 512 MB

Maximum Data Segment Size ✓ 512 MB

Maximum Record Key Length ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 40 bytes

Maximum Receive Message
Size

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 32,000 bytes

Maximum Openers per DPE ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 5,000

Maximum MBE Record
Length

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 28,000 bytes

Maximum Record Locks per
DPE

✓ 5,000

Maximum Lock Waits per
DPE

✓ 4,000
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Name <-------------

Application

------

DPE

Usage

MFS

----->

MSP
Value

Maximum Memory-based File
Opens

✓ 100

Maximum Partitions per
Memory-based File

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 1000

Maximum Alternate Keys per
File

✓ ✓ 32

Maximum Routes per
Memory-based File

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 256

Maximum MSPs per CPU ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 32

Maximum MFSs per CPU ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 16

Maximum Remote Systems ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 64

Maximum Files per MBE
environment

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 32,000

Maximum Partitions per MBE
environment

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 32,000

Maximum Routes per MBE
environment

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 32,000

2.2 Task 1: Establish MBE environment parameters

MBE environment parameters are used to configure the following settings in the MBE Source Configuration file:

Establish these settings For these components

Primary file extent size Secondary extent file
size Maximum number of extents

MBE Current Configuration file MBE Saved Configuration file

File name DPE program

MSP program

MFS program

Process priority MSP

MFS
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Establish these settings For these components

Process name template MSP

MFS

Frequency of “I’m Alive” messages All MBE processes

Timers DPE

MSP

MGR

Home Terminal All MBE processes

Timeout to wait for response from remote
systems

Remote systems

Debug option MSP

MFS

Terminal Inspect prompts

Table 5: MBE Environment Parameters (PARAMs) on page 23 describes the parameters to be established in the MBE
Source Configuration file. Use the MBE Environment Parameters planning form in Configuration planning forms on page
45 to record the settings for your site. Obtain these settings from the application developer.

Table 5: MBE Environment Parameters (PARAMs)

Parameter Range Description

OBJ-CFG-PRI-EXT 10 – 512000000

Default: 100

Defines the primary file extent size (priext) for the Current
Configuration file and the Saved Configuration file created by the MBE
Manager process at MBE startup. The default setting can be used for
most implementations.

Syntax:

PARAM OBJ-CFG-PRI-EXT  priext

OBJ-CFG-SEC-EXT 10 – 512000000

Default: 50

Defines the secondary file extent size (secext) for the Current
Configuration file and the Saved Configuration file created by the MBE
Manager process at MBE startup. The default setting can be used for
most implementations.

Syntax:

PARAM OBJ-CFG-SEC-EXT  secext
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Parameter Range Description

OBJ-CFG-MAX-EXT 1 – 978

Default: 100

Defines the maximum number of extents (maxext) allowed for the
Current Configuration file and the Saved Configuration file created by
the MBE Manager process at MBE startup. The default setting can be
used for most implementations.

Syntax:

PARAM OBJ-CFG-MAX-EXT  maxext

MBE-ALIVE-INTERVAL 180 – 3600

Default: 300

Defines the interval in seconds (secs) between “I’m Alive” messages
reported by MBE processes.

Syntax:

PARAM MBE-ALIVE-INTERVAL  secs

MBE-CPU-RECOVERY-
DELAY

30 – 1800

Default: 300

Not used in the current MBE release.

Syntax:

PARAM MBE-CPU-RECOVERY-DELAY  secs

MSP-REMOTE-TIMEOUT 10 – 3000

Default: 1000

Defines the time-out value in hundredths of a second (timeout) to wait
for the remote MBE to respond to messages sent to it for update.

Syntax:

PARAM MSP-REMOTE-TIMEOUT  timeout

MSP-PRIORITY 100 – 199

Default: 155

Defines the priority (pri) of all MSP processes. The priority of MSP
processes must be higher than the priority of MFS processes but less
than the priority of the DPE processes. See MFS-PRIORITY below, and
PRIORITY, in Table 8: MBE File Attribute Definitions (FILE) on page
32 .

Syntax:

PARAM MSP-PRIORITY  pri

MFS-PRIORITY 100 – 199

Default: 150

Defines the priority (pri) of all MFS processes. The priority of MFS
processes must be lower than the priority of MSP processes and DPE
processes. See MSP-PRIORITY above, and PRIORITY, Table 8: MBE File
Attribute Definitions (FILE) on page 32.

Syntax:

PARAM MFS-PRIORITY  pri

DPE-CTRL-TIMER 1 – 300

Default: 10

Defines the frequency in seconds (secs) with which the DPE process
notifies the MFS and MSP processes that changed (“dirty”) records
exist. If the MFS and MSP are constantly busy processing changed
records, the timer has no meaning.

Syntax:

PARAM DPE-CTRL-TIMER  secs
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Parameter Range Description

MSP-CTRL-TIMER 1 – 300

Default: 30

Defines the frequency in seconds (secs) with which the local MSP
process attempts to recover communications with a remote MSP
process that is unavailable.

Syntax:

PARAM MSP-CTRL-TIMER  secs

MGR-CTRL-TIMER 1 – 300

Default: 30

Defines the frequency in seconds (secs) with which the MGR process
checks to see if all the other MBE processes it started are running (MFS,
DPE, MSP).

Syntax:

PARAM MGR-CTRL-TIMER  secs

MSP-PROCESS-
TEMPLATE

See the Description

Default: $S1cnn

Defines the process name template (pname) for the MSP processes
where c is the processor number✓(0-F) and nn is the copy within a given
processor.

Throughput is an important consideration for configuring MSP
processes, and you may need to configure more than one MSP process
per processor. A maximum of 32 MSP processes can be configured per
processor.

Syntax:

PARAM MSP-PROCESS-TEMPLATE  pname

MFS-PROCESS-
TEMPLATE

See the Description

Default: $F1cnn

Defines the process name template (pname) for the MFS processes
where c is the processor number✓(0-F) and nn is the copy within a given
processor.

Syntax:

PARAM MFS-PROCESS-TEMPLATE  pname

PRC-DBG-FNAME Valid file name Optional. Defines the name of the terminal (fname) used for Inspect
prompts. Use a fully qualified or partial file name.

Syntax:

PARAM PRC-DBG-FNAME  fname

PRC-TRM-FNAME Valid file name Defines the home terminal (fname) for all MBE processes. Use a fully
qualified or partial file name.

Syntax:

PARAM PRC-TRM-FNAME  fname

DPE-PRG-FNAME Valid file name

Default:
MBEEXE.MBEDPEX

Defines the location (fname) of the DPE program. Specify a subvolume
and file name. The MBE determines the volume at startup. It is
recommended that you use the default setting.

Syntax:

PARAM DPE-PRG-FNAME  fname
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Parameter Range Description

MSP-PRG-FNAME Valid file name

Default:
MBEEXE.MBEMSPX

Defines the location (fname) of the MSP program. Specify a subvolume
and file name. The MBE determines the volume at startup. It is
recommended that you use the default setting.

Syntax:

PARAM MSP-PRG-FNAME  fname

MFS-PRG-FNAME Valid file name

Default:
MBEEXE.MBEMFSX

Defines the location (fname) of the MFS program. Specify a subvolume
and file name. The MBE determines the volume at startup. It is
recommended that you use the default setting.

Syntax:

PARAM MFS-PRG-FNAME  fname

MAX-PENDING-QUEUE-
TIME

60 – 21600

Default: 21600

Defines the maximum time, in seconds, that the MSP will maintain an
in-memory queue of pending records for a remote MBE environment
that is unavailable. If the remote is unavailable for longer than the time
period specified by this parameter, the queue is cleared.

Syntax:

PARAM MAX-PENDING-QUEUE-TIME  secs

MAX-PENDING-QUEUE-
SPACE

1 – 100

Default: 100

Defines the maximum space, in megabytes, available for the in-memory
queue of pending records for a remote MBE environment that is
unavailable. If the queue size exceeds this value, the queue is cleared.

Syntax:

PARAM MAX-PENDING-QUEUE-SPACE  size

MFS-DEBUG-SELECT See the Description Defines the DEBUG option for an MFS process, where cpu is the
processor where the process resides and msp is the copy ID within the
processor. Multiple MFS-DEBUG-SELECT statements may be used in a
single MBE Source Configuration file.

Use this parameter in lab systems only. Do not use it in a production
environment.

Syntax:

PARAM MFS-DEBUG-SELECT  cpu : msp

MSP-DEBUG-SELECT See the Description Defines the DEBUG option for an MSP process, where cpu is the
processor where the process resides and msp is the copy ID within the
processor. Multiple MSP-DEBUG-SELECT statements may be used in a
single MBE Source Configuration file.

Use this parameter in lab systems only. Do not use it in a production
environment.

Syntax:

PARAM MSP-DEBUG-SELECT  cpu : msp
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2.3 Task 2: Establish MBE remote definitions

You can configure the MBE environment so that record data is mated across two or more systems. The maximum number
of remote systems that can be configured is 64. This capability is transparent to the application and requires no application
changes to implement. Clocks on the local and remote systems must be synchronized so that record timestamps are an
accurate and reliable method for determining which records are the most recent. In addition, the file named with the File
CREATE (see Table 8: MBE File Attribute Definitions (FILE) on page 32) setting must exist on the remote system.

Table 6: MBE Remote Definitions (REMOTE) on page 27 describes the settings in the MBE Source Configuration file
used to define the MBE only if it is to be configured in a mated environment. Do not use these settings if the MBE is not
operating in a mated environment. Obtain these settings from the application developer. These settings associate a number
(remote ID) with a remote system and an MSP process on the local system. Use the MBE Remote Definitions planning form in
Configuration planning forms on page 45 to record the settings for your site.

Table 6: MBE Remote Definitions (REMOTE)

Definition Range Description

RESET N/A Clears all attribute settings made by any previous REMOTE
commands. This command is not required if you fully qualify each
remote system using all of the other commands in this table.

Syntax:

REMOTE RESET

MANAGER-NAME Valid file name Defines the name of the Remote MBE Manager. Use a fully qualified
or partial file name.

Syntax:

REMOTE MANAGER-NAME  fname

REMOTE-ID 1 – 64

Default: 1

Defines a unique ID (id) for a remote entry. The first entry must be 1
and all numbers must be sequential. This number will be referenced
later when defining ROUTEs for specific files. See ROUTE, Table 8:
MBE File Attribute Definitions (FILE) on page 32.

Syntax:

REMOTE REMOTE-ID  id

MSP-PROCESS-ID 1 – 32

Default: 1

Defines the process ID (id) of the MSP process that will handle
routing of updates to this remote.

Syntax:

REMOTE MSP-PROCESS-ID  id

CREATE N/A Adds the settings for the remote system using the REMOTE
settings in the MBE Source Configuration file preceding this
command.

Configuration for One Remote System on page 28 illustrates how to configure updates to be sent to one remote system.
Configuration for Three Remote Systems on page 28 illustrates how to configure updates to be sent to three remote
systems with duplication of data on the remote systems.
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Example

Configuration for One Remote System

REMOTE MANAGER-NAME            \SYS1.$MBE5
REMOTE REMOTE-ID                1
REMOTE MSP-PROCESS-ID           1
REMOTE CREATE
 
REMOTE RESET
REMOTE MANAGER-NAME            \SYS2.$MBE2
REMOTE REMOTE-ID                2
REMOTE MSP-PROCESS-ID           2
REMOTE CREATE

FILE ROUTE                     (1,1,0-5)
FILE ROUTE                     (2,2,6-9)

Example

Configuration for Three Remote Systems

REMOTE MANAGER-NAME            \SYS1.$MBE5
REMOTE REMOTE-ID                1
REMOTE MSP-PROCESS-ID           1
REMOTE CREATE
 
REMOTE RESET
REMOTE MANAGER-NAME            \SYS2.$MBE2
REMOTE REMOTE-ID                2
REMOTE MSP-PROCESS-ID           2
REMOTE CREATE

REMOTE RESET
REMOTE MANAGER-NAME            \SYS3.$MBE1
REMOTE REMOTE-ID                3
REMOTE MSP-PROCESS-ID           3
REMOTE CREATE

FILE ROUTE                     (1,1,0-5)
FILE ROUTE                     (2,2,6-9)
FILE ROUTE                     (3,3,0-9)

2.4 Task 3: Establish MBE alternate key file attribute definitions

Alternate key file attribute definitions are used to configure things; such as the files used to store records for access by
alternate keys, the processor location and segment sizes for the associated DPE processes, and file partitions for memory-
based files.

Table 7: MBE Alternate Key File Attribute Definitions (ALTFILE) on page 29 describes the settings used to define
attributes for the files used by the MBE to access records based on alternate keys. Obtain these settings from the application
developer. Use the MBE Alternate Key File Attributes Definitions planning form in Configuration planning forms on page
45 to record the settings for your site.
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Table 7: MBE Alternate Key File Attribute Definitions (ALTFILE)

Definition Range Description

RESET ALL N/A Resets all previous FILE attribute settings for files used to store alternate keys.

Syntax:

ALTFILE RESET ALL

DEBUG-SELECT 0 – 9999

Default: 0

Defines whether the DPE processes associated with the alternate key file are started
in Inspect (debug):

0 No DPE process is started in Inspect.

> 0 The value represents the partition number corresponding

to the DPE process that is to be started in Inspect.

9999 All DPE processes for this file will be started in Inspect.

Use this setting only in lab settings. This setting is not intended for use in a
production environment.

Syntax:

ALTFILE DEBUG-SELECT debug

UNIQUE-KEYS 0 – 1

Default: 1

Defines whether alternate keys are unique (value):

0 Alternate keys do not have to be unique.

1 Alternate keys must be unique.

Syntax:

ALTFILE UNIQUE-KEYS value

INSERT-ORDER 1 – 2

Default: 1

Defines the order in which records are stored in memory (value):

1 Records are stored in ascending order by primary key.

2 Records are stored in the order in which they were

inserted into the database.

Syntax:

ALTFILE INSERT-ORDER value

PRIMARY-CPU 0 – 15

Default: 0

Defines the processor (cpu) where the primary DPE process should run.

Use this setting if no partitions are defined (see PART, Table 7: MBE Alternate Key
File Attribute Definitions (ALTFILE) on page 29). If partitions are defined, the
primary processors specified in PART settings override this setting.

Syntax:

ALTFILE PRIMARY-CPU  cpu
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Definition Range Description

BACKUP-CPU -1 – 15

Default: -1

Defines the processor (cpu) where the backup DPE process should run. The default
setting (-1) means there is no backup process.

Use this setting if you want DPE to run as a NonStop process pair and if no partitions
are defined (see PART in Table 7: MBE Alternate Key File Attribute Definitions
(ALTFILE) on page 29 ). If partitions are defined, the backup processors specified
in PART settings override this setting.

Syntax:

ALTFILE BACKUP-CPU  cpu

PRIORITY 100 – 199

Default: 160

Defines the priority (pri) for the DPE process.

Syntax:

ALTFILE PRIORITY  pri

DPE-RECORD-
BLOCK

1 – 16 (32 KB
units)

Default: 1

Defines the incremental data pool size in 32✓KB units (record-block) for the storage of
records by alternate key within the DPE process.

On startup, the pool size is created using this value, and the pool is increased by this
amount each time it needs to grow.

Syntax:

ALTFILE DPE-RECORD-BLOCK record-block

DPE-DATA-
SEGMENT

1 – 64 (8 MB
units)

Default: 1

Defines the size in 8 MB units (size) of the DPE extended data segment for the
storage of records by alternate key. The maximum size is 512 MB (8 x 64 MB).

Syntax:

ALTFILE DPE-DATA-SEGMENT size

DPE-KEY-
SEGMENT

1 – 64 (8 MB
units)

Default: 1

Defines the size in 8 MB units (size) of the DPE extended data segment for the
storage of index keys. The total of all segments must be less than or equal to 512 MB
(64 x 8 MB).

Syntax:

ALTFILE DPE-KEY-SEGMENT size

PRIMARY-KEY-
LENGTH

2 – 256

Default: 4

Defines the primary key length in bytes (length).

Syntax:

ALTFILE PRIMARY-KEY-LENGTH  length

ALTERNATE-
KEY-LENGTH

2 - 256

Default: 2

Defines the alternate key length in bytes (length).

Syntax:

ALTFILE ALTERNATE-KEY-LENGTH  length
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Definition Range Description

INDEX-KEYS-
PER-BLOCK

50 – 500

Default: 200

Defines the number of keys (nodes) stored in each key index node block.

Syntax:

ALTFILE INDEX-KEYS-PER-BLOCK  nodes

INDEX-KEY-
SPLIT

70 – 90

Default: 80

Defines a usage percentage (pct) for keys in a key index node block. When this
percentage is reached, the block is split into two new blocks thus increasing the
number of keys that can be stored.

Syntax:

ALTFILE INDEX-KEY-SPLIT  pct

INDEX-KEY-
COMBINE

10 – 30

Default: 20

Defines a usage percentage (pct) for keys in a key index node block. When this
percentage is reached, neighboring blocks are combined into one new block thus
reducing the storage requirements for keys.

Syntax:

ALTFILE INDEX-KEY-COMBINE  pct

PART See the
Description

Defines one of multiple partitions for a memory-based file. Each partition will be
assigned to an independent DPE process that manages the partition data. There is no
true “master” partition, all partitions are equal and independent.

The maximum number of partitions allowed per MBE environment is 32,000. If no
partitions (PARTs) are defined, the file will be treated as a single partitioned file with
one DPE process managing the all the alternate keys.

Syntax:

ALTFILE PART ( part-number, pcpu, bcpu, key) [ fname ]

where:

part-number starts at 1, and subsequent partition numbers are sequential.

pcpu defines the primary processor for the DPE process. The range is 0 – 15.

bcpu defines the backup processor for the DPE process. Use -1 for no backup
processor. The allowed values are -1, and 0 – 15.

key defines the beginning partial alternate key value for the partition. Valid formats
for defining the key value are as follows. Partial alternate keys must all be the same
length and must be presented in ascending order. Alphabetic characters must be
enclosed in quotation marks.

Character List: "A", "B", "c" ...

Byte Values: [ 10, 22, 254 ]

Characters & Byte Values (combination): [ "A", 22, "c" ]

Hexadecimal Value: 0x00FFA7E1...

fname is optional. fname can be used for configuring the filename of alternate key
partition files.
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Definition Range Description

CREATE See the
Description

Creates the named file using the ALTFILE settings in the MBE Source Configuration
file preceding this command. See the descriptions of the ALTFILE attribute settings in
this table.

When defining the file name, only the subvolume and file name part of the file name
are required. To access the file, the application should open:

$ MGR-name.subvolume.filename

where $ MGR-name is determined at MBE startup.

If record data is to be mated across two or more remote systems using REMOTE
settings, this file must also exist on the remote systems.

Syntax:

ALTFILE CREATE  MBE-fname

2.5 Task 4: Establish MBE file attribute definitions

MBE file attribute definitions are used to configure things such as the Enscribe key-sequenced file used for data load and
storage, the processor location and segment sizes for the DPE processes, file partitions for memory-based files, and routes
used for synchronizing data.

Table 8: MBE File Attribute Definitions (FILE) on page 32 describes the settings used to define attributes for the files used
by the MBE. Obtain these settings from the application developer. Use the MBE File Attributes Definitions planning form, in
Configuration planning forms on page 45, to record the settings for your site.

Table 8: MBE File Attribute Definitions (FILE)

Definition Range Description

RESET ALL N/A Resets all previous FILE attribute settings.

Syntax:

FILE RESET ALL
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Definition Range Description

DEBUG-SELECT 0 – 9999

Default: 0

Defines whether the DPE processes associated with the file are started in
Inspect (debug):

0 No DPE process is started in Inspect.

>0 The value represents the partition number

corresponding to the DPE process that is to be

started in Inspect.

9999 All DPE processes for this file will be started

in Inspect.

Use this setting only in lab settings. This setting is not intended for use in a
production environment.

Syntax:

FILE DEBUG-SELECT debug

FILE-NAME Valid file name Defines the fully qualified or partial file name (fname) of a physical Enscribe
key-sequenced file used to load and unload data records. The file structure
(key length, key offset, and record length) must match that defined for the
memory-based file.

If the setting for STORE OPTION,Table 8: MBE File Attribute Definitions
(FILE) on page 32 is zero (0); do not define FILE-NAME.

Syntax:

FILE FILE-NAME  fname
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Definition Range Description

STORE-OPTION 0 – 3

Default: 0

Defines the load and store option (option) for a memory-based file:

0 Do not load from disk or store to disk

1 Load from disk

2 Store to disk

3 Load from disk and store to disk

If STORE-OPTION is 1, 2, or 3, then you must also define the following
parameters of the Enscribe file the MBE uses for data records:

• FILE-NAME
• PRIMARY-EXTENTS
• SECONDARY-EXTENTS
• MAX-EXTENTS
• FILE-TYPE
• FILE-CODE
• BLOCK-LENGTH
• RECORD-LENGTH
• KEY-LENGTH
• KEY-OFFSET

Syntax:

FILE STORE-OPTION  option

PRIMARY-EXTENTS 10 – 65535

Default: 100

Defines the primary file extent size (priext).

This setting is used if the STORE-OPTION, Table 8: MBE File Attribute
Definitions (FILE) on page 32, is 1, 2, or 3 and if the MBE must create the
file defined by FILE-NAME, Table 8: MBE File Attribute Definitions (FILE) on
page 32.

Syntax:

FILE PRIMARY-EXTENTS  priext

SECONDARY-EXTENTS 10 – 65535

Default: 100

Defines the secondary file extent size (secext).

This setting is used if the STORE-OPTION,Table 8: MBE File Attribute
Definitions (FILE) on page 32, is 1, 2, or 3 and if the MBE must create the
file defined by FILE-NAME, Table 8: MBE File Attribute Definitions (FILE) on
page 32.

Syntax:

FILE SECONDARY-EXTENTS  secext
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Definition Range Description

MAX-EXTENTS 1 – 978

Default: 100

Defines the maximum number of extents (maxext) allowed.

This setting is used if the STORE-OPTION,Table 8: MBE File Attribute
Definitions (FILE) on page 32, is 1, 2, or 3 and if the MBE must create the
file defined by FILE-NAME,Table 8: MBE File Attribute Definitions (FILE) on
page 32 .

Syntax:

FILE MAX-EXTENTS  maxext

FILE-TYPE 3 is the only
valid value

Default: 3

Defines the file type (type).

This setting is used if the STORE-OPTION,Table 8: MBE File Attribute
Definitions (FILE) on page 32, is 1, 2, or 3 and if the MBE must create the
file defined by FILE-NAME, Table 8: MBE File Attribute Definitions (FILE) on
page 32. The MBE currently supports only key-sequenced files.

Syntax:

FILE FILE-TYPE  type

FILE-CODE 0 – 9999

Default: 9100

Defines the Guardian file code (code). A file code is typically used to
categorize files according to the kind of information they contain. File codes
100 – 999 are reserved; using them causes unpredictable results.

This setting is used if the STORE-OPTION,Table 8: MBE File Attribute
Definitions (FILE) on page 32, is 1, 2, or 3 and if the MBE must create the
file defined by FILE-NAME, Table 8: MBE File Attribute Definitions (FILE) on
page 32.

Syntax:

FILE FILE-CODE  code

PRIMARY-CPU 0 – 15

Default: 0

Defines the processor (cpu) where the primary DPE process should run.

Use this setting if no partitions are defined (see PART in Table 8: MBE File
Attribute Definitions (FILE) on page 32). If partitions are defined, the
primary processors specified in PART settings override this setting.

Syntax:

FILE PRIMARY-CPU  cpu

BACKUP-CPU -1 – 15

Default: -1

Defines the processor (cpu) where the backup DPE process should run. The
default setting (-1) means there is no backup process.

Use this setting if you want DPE to run as a NonStop process pair and if no
partitions are defined (see PART in Table 8: MBE File Attribute Definitions
(FILE) on page 32). If partitions are defined, the backup processors
specified in PART settings override this setting.

Syntax:

FILE BACKUP-CPU  cpu
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Definition Range Description

PRIORITY 100 – 199

Default: 160

Defines the priority (pri) for the DPE process. The priority of the DPE process
must be higher than the priorities of the MSP and MFS processes. See MSP-
PRIORITY, Table 5: MBE Environment Parameters (PARAMs) on page 23
and MFS-PRIORITY,Table 5: MBE Environment Parameters (PARAMs) on
page 23 .

Syntax:

FILE FILE-PRIORITY  pri

MFS-PROCESS-ID 0 – 16

Default: 0

Defines the process ID (id) of the MFS process in a processor that the DPE
process starts. The MFS process is responsible for applying database changes
to a physical file on behalf of one or more DPE processes.

For example, if two DPE processes are running in a processor and if one
process ID is configured, each DPE process starts and uses the same MFS
process. However, if two process IDs had been configured, each DPE process
would start and use two different MFS processes.

Use of this setting is defined by the STORE-OPTION, Table 8: MBE File
Attribute Definitions (FILE) on page 32, setting. If STORE-OPTION is 2 or
3, then the ID must be greater than zero (0).

Syntax:

FILE MFS-PROCESS-ID  id

DPE-RECORD-BLOCK 1 – 16 (32 KB
units)

Default: 1

Defines the incremental data pool size in 32✓KB units (record-block) for the
storage of data records within the DPE process.

On startup, the pool size is created using this value, and the pool is increased
by this amount each time it needs to grow.

Syntax:

FILE DPE-RECORD-BLOCK record-block

DPE-DATA-SEGMENT 1 – 64 (8 MB
units)

Default: 1

Defines the size in 8 MB units (size) of the DPE extended data segment for
the storage of data records. The maximum size is 512 MB (8 x 64 MB).

Syntax:

FILE DPE-DATA-SEGMENT size

DPE-KEY-SEGMENT 1 – 64 (8 MB
units)

Default: 1

Defines the size in 8 MB units (size) of the DPE extended data segment for
the storage of index keys. A segment of this size is created for the primary
key and each alternate key. The total of all segments must be less than or
equal to 512 MB (64 x 8 MB).

For example, if a file has a primary key and 4 alternate keys and if the setting
is 4, then five 32 MB (4 x 8 MB) segments are created. The total used is 160
MB (5 x 32✓MB).

Syntax:

FILE DPE-KEY-SEGMENT size
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Definition Range Description

BLOCK-LENGTH 10 – 4096

Default: 4096

Defines the block length in bytes (length).

This setting is used if the STORE-OPTION,Table 8: MBE File Attribute
Definitions (FILE) on page 32, is 1, 2, or 3 and if the MBE must create the
file defined by FILE-NAME,Table 8: MBE File Attribute Definitions (FILE) on
page 32 .

Syntax:

FILE BLOCK-LENGTH  length

RECORD-LENGTH 10 – 28000

Default: 80

Defines the record length in bytes (length). The MBE enforces this value as
the maximum allowable record size.

This setting is used if the STORE-OPTION, Table 8: MBE File Attribute
Definitions (FILE) on page 32, is 1, 2, or 3 and if the MBE must create the
file defined by FILE-NAME, Table 8: MBE File Attribute Definitions (FILE) on
page 32. This setting is also for internal use and control within the MBE
environment.

Syntax:

FILE RECORD-LENGTH  length

DATA-KEY-TYPE 0 – 10

Default: 0

Defines the format (type) of the data key stored within the data records:

0 Use the key as is

1 ASCII

2 Telco BCD

3 BCD

4 E164a

5 E164b

6 Reverse ASCII

7 Reverse Telco BCD

8 Reverse BCD

9 Reverse E164a

10 Reverse E164b

In order for the MBE to route specific records to a remote MBE, it must be
able to manipulate the key as it is stored in records. The MBE derives the
routing key by using the value defined by DATA-KEY-TYPE and converting
the key to the format defined by ROUTE-KEY-TYPE. The converted value is
then used to determine which of the remotes to update.

Syntax:

FILE DATA-KEY-TYPE  type
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Definition Range Description

ROUTE-KEY-TYPE 0 – 10

Default: 0

Defines the format (type) of the key used to select one or more remotes for
record synchronization.

0 Use the key as is

1 ASCII

2 Telco BCD

3 BCD

4 E164a

5 E164b

6 Reverse ASCII

7 Reverse Telco BCD

8 Reverse BCD

9 Reverse E164a

10 Reverse E164b

In order for the MBE to route specific records to a remote MBE, it must be
able to manipulate the key as it is stored in records. The MBE derives the
routing key by using the value defined by DATA-KEY-TYPE and converting
the key to the format defined by ROUTE-KEY-TYPE. The converted value is
then used to determine which of the remotes to update.

Syntax:

FILE ROUTE-KEY-TYPE  type

KEY-LENGTH 4 – 256

Default: 4

Defines the key length in bytes (length).

This setting is used if the STORE-OPTION,Table 8: MBE File Attribute
Definitions (FILE) on page 32, is 1, 2, or 3 and if the MBE must create the
file defined by FILE-NAME,Table 8: MBE File Attribute Definitions (FILE) on
page 32 . This setting is also for internal use and control within the MBE
environment.

Syntax:

FILE KEY-LENGTH  length

KEY-OFFSET 0 – 4000

Default: 0

Defines the key offset in bytes (offset).

This setting is used if the STORE-OPTION, Table 8: MBE File Attribute
Definitions (FILE) on page 32, is 1, 2, or 3 and if the MBE must create the
file defined by FILE-NAME,Table 8: MBE File Attribute Definitions (FILE) on
page 32 . This setting is also for internal use and control within the MBE
environment.

Syntax:

FILE KEY-OFFSET offset
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Definition Range Description

TIMESTAMP-FORMAT 0 – 1

Default: 0

Defines how the MBE processes records based on the timestamp in the
records (value):

0 DPE generates the record timestamp. When the

record is first loaded into memory, DPE sets the

record timestamp to 0 and places it in a record

header that DPE adds to each record. If the record

is updated, DPE updates its timestamp.

1 The user supplies a 64-bit timestamp. The value

of TIMESTAMP-OFFSET indicates where the

timestamp is located in the record. When the

record is first loaded into memory, DPE records

this timestamp in a header that it adds to each

record. If the record is updated, DPE updates its

timestamp in the header and also updates the

timestamp embedded in the record unless the

application prevents it.

Syntax:

FILE TIMESTAMP-FORMAT  value

TIMESTAMP-OFFSET See the
Description

Default: 0

Defines the offset (offset) in bytes from the beginning of the record where
the timestamp is located.

This setting is required if TIMESTAMP-FORMAT is 1.

Syntax:

FILE TIMESTAMP-OFFSET  value

INDEX-KEYS-PER-
BLOCK

50 – 500

Default: 200

Defines the number of keys (nodes) stored in each key index node block.

Syntax:

FILE INDEX-KEYS-PER-BLOCK  nodes

INDEX-KEY-SPLIT 70 – 90

Default: 80

Defines a usage percentage (pct) for keys in a key index node block. When
this percentage is reached, the block is split into two new blocks thus
increasing the number of keys that can be stored.

Syntax:

FILE INDEX-KEY-SPLIT  pct
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Definition Range Description

INDEX-KEY-COMBINE 10 – 30

Default: 20

Defines a usage percentage (pct) for keys in a key index node block. When
this percentage is reached, neighboring blocks are combined into one new
block thus reducing the storage requirements for keys.

Syntax:

FILE INDEX-KEY-COMBINE  pct

ALTKEY See the
Description

Defines a file for storing alternate keys for the Enscribe disk file the MBE uses.
Create an ALTKEY command for each alternate key file associated with a
primary key file.

Syntax:

FILE ALTKEY ( specifier ,  key offset, key length,  update ,
fname )

where:

specifier defines the key specifier for the alternate key. This is a unique
number for a given file and must be a value between 1 and 32. The number is
assigned by the developer and it appears in the code.

key offset defines the key offset in bytes.

key length defines the key length in bytes.

update indicates whether alternate key files should be updated:

Y Update alternate key files

N Do not update alternate key files

fname defines the name of the file that stores alternate keys. The file
name must match the name of a file created using an ALTFILE CREATE
command. See CREATE, Table 7: MBE Alternate Key File Attribute Definitions
(ALTFILE) on page 29.
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Definition Range Description

ROUTE See the
Description

Defines a synchronization route for a memory-based file. In order for the MBE
to synchronize changes for an MBE database, at least one ROUTE must be
defined. Different record key ranges may be routed to different destinations
based on the settings in ROUTE statements. You can configure a maximum
of 32,000 routes in an MBE environment.

Syntax:

FILE ROUTE (route-number, remote-id, key1 - key2)

where:

route-number starts at 1, and subsequent route numbers are sequential. The
range is 1 – 1000.

remote-id must match an ID defined by a REMOTE CREATE setting. See
REMOTE-ID, Table 6: MBE Remote Definitions (REMOTE) on page 27.

key1 defines the beginning partial key value for the ROUTE.

key2 defines the ending partial key value for the ROUTE.

Valid formats for defining key1 and key2 are as follows. Alphabetic characters
must be enclosed in quotation marks.

Character List: "A", "B", "c" ...

Byte Values: [ 10, 22, 254 ]

Characters & Byte Values (combination): [ "A", 22, "c" ]

Hexadecimal Value: 0x00FFA7E1...

All keys must be the same length and the ranges must be in ascending order.
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Definition Range Description

PART See the
Description

Defines one of multiple partitions for a memory-based file. Each partition will
be assigned to an independent DPE process that manages the partition data.
There is no true “master” partition; all partitions are equal and independent.

The maximum number of partitions allowed per MBE environment is 32,000.
If no partitions (PARTs) are defined, the file will be treated as a single
partitioned file with one DPE process managing all the data.

Syntax:

FILE PART ( part-number, pcpu, bcpu, key) [ fname ]

where:

part-number starts at 1, and subsequent partition numbers are sequential.

pcpu defines the primary processor for the DPE process. The range is 0 – 15.

bcpu defines the backup processor for the DPE process. Use -1 for no backup
processor. The allowed values are -1, and 0 – 15.

key defines the beginning partial key value for the partition. Valid formats for
defining the key value are as follows. Partial keys must all be the same length
and must be presented in ascending order. Alphabetic characters must be
enclosed in quotation marks.

Character List: "A", "B", "c" ...

Byte Values: [ 10, 22, 254 ]

Characters & Byte Values (combination): [ "A", 22, "c" ]

Hexadecimal Value: 0x00FFA7E1...

fname is optional. If used, the fname defines the name of a MBE file partition
name.

NOTE:  From release 06.03.01 onwards, physical enscribe files for
the part files are not created for store option 1, 2 or 3.

CREATE See the
Description

Creates the named file using the file attribute settings in the MBE Source
Configuration file preceding this command. See the descriptions of the file
attributes settings in this table.

When defining the file name, only the subvolume and file name part of the file
name are required. To access the file, the application should open:

$ MGR-name.subvolume.filename

where $ MGR-name is determined at MBE startup.

If record data is to be mated across two or more remote systems using
REMOTE settings, this file must also exist on the remote systems.

Syntax:

FILE CREATE  MBE-fname
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2.6 Task 5: Edit the MBE source configuration file

After you have completed the planning forms, refer to them as you edit and update the MBE Source Configuration file
(MBEDAT.MBESRC). Any line that begins with ==, --, !, or the word “COMMENT” will be considered a comment line and will
be ignored by the MBE Configuration Compiler. MBEDAT.MBESRC is delivered with each release and contains sufficient
examples of the configuration entities to demonstrate any syntax requirements not dealt with in the attribute definition tables
in this section.

Changes to the configuration settings in the MBE Source Configuration file do not alter the MBE environment if the MBE is
running. To change the configuration, you must stop the MBE environment, edit the MBE Source Configuration file, recompile
the settings using the MBE Configuration Compiler, and restart the MBE environment. The changed configuration takes effect
when the MBE environment is restarted. For more information, see the MBE Operations and EMS Guide.

You can use the MBE Configuration Tool spreadsheet to edit the MBE Source Configuration file, based on the parameters you
entered. For information on using the MBE Configuration Tool, see the MBE Operations and EMS Guide.

2.7 Task 6: Run the MBE configuration compiler

In order for the MBE environment to recognize the configuration settings contained in the MBE Source Configuration file, the
settings must be compiled using the MBE Configuration Compiler (MBERUN.RUNCPL). The compiler creates the MBE Object
Configuration file which defines a specific MBE environment. Settings in the object file take effect when the MBE environment
is started. For more information on how to perform the procedure, see the MBE Operations and EMS Guide.
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Appendix A

Installation planning form

A.1 Installation planning form

This appendix contains a planning form you should complete before starting an MBE software installation.

Figure 1: Installation Planning Form
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Appendix B

Configuration planning forms

This appendix contains a planning form you should complete before starting an MBE software installation:

• MBE Environment Parameters Planning Form
• MBE Remote Definitions Planning Form
• MBE Alternate Key File Attributes Planning Form
• MBE File Attributes Planning Form (2 pages)
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B.1 Configuration planning forms

Figure 2: MBE Environment Parameters Planning Form
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Figure 3: MBE Remote Definitions Planning Form
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Figure 4: MBE Alternate Key File Attributes Planning Form
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Figure 5: MBE File Attributes Planning Form (2 pages)
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Figure 6: MBE File Attributes Planning Form (2 pages)
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Appendix C

MBE configuration compiler errors

This appendix describes the errors generated by the MBE Configuration Compiler as it compiles an MBE Source
Configuration file and creates the MBE Object Configuration file. Error messages appear in alphabetical order.

C.1 MBE configuration compiler errors

Error from PRC_Get_Prc_Init_Info, ERROR: nn/nn

Cause: This error occurred because of internal processing problems encountered when the compiler
was executed. The Source Configuration file cannot be compiled.

Recovery: Report the problem to Customer Technical Support through GCSC.

RUN ABORTED - LOGIC Error, Could NOT find MASTER Record

Cause: This error occurred because of internal processing problems encountered when the compiler
was executed. The Source Configuration file cannot be compiled.

Recovery: Report the problem to Customer Technical Support through GCSC.

RUN ABORTED - Maximum File Size has been Exceeded

Cause: This error occurred because of internal processing problems encountered when the compiler
was executed. The Source Configuration file cannot be compiled.

Recovery: Report the problem to Customer Technical Support through GCSC.

RUN ABORTED - OUT OF MEMORY malloc for record-type Work

Cause: This error occurred because of internal processing problems encountered when the compiler
was executed. The Source Configuration file cannot be compiled. The C routine (malloc) ran
out of memory while creating a work area for the named record-type. The record-type may
be:

• ALT (alternate key record)
• MST (master record)
• PRT (partition record)
• RMT (remote record)
• RTE (route record)

Recovery: Report the problem to Customer Technical Support through GCSC.

RUN ABORTED - OUT OF MEMORY malloc for record-type Pool
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Cause: This error occurred because of internal processing problems encountered when the compiler
was executed. The Source Configuration file cannot be compiled. The C routine (malloc) ran
out of memory while creating a pool area for the named record-type. The record-type may
be:

• ALT (alternate key record)
• DPE (Disk Process Emulator record)
• DST (distribution record)
• MFS (MBE File Support process record)
• MSP (MBE Synchronization process record)
• MST (master record)
• PRC (process record)
• PRT (partition record)
• RMT (remote record)
• RTE (route record)

Recovery: Report the problem to Customer Technical Support through GCSC.

RUN ABORTED - OUT OF MEMORY realloc for record-type Pool

Cause: This error occurred because of internal processing problems encountered when the compiler
was executed. The Source Configuration file cannot be compiled. The C routine (realloc) ran
out of memory while creating a pool area for the named record-type. The record-type may
be:

• ALT (alternate key record)
• DPE (Disk Process Emulator record)
• DST (distribution record)
• MFS (MBE File Support process record)
• MSP (MBE Synchronization process record)
• MST (master record)
• PRC (process record)
• PRT (partition record)
• RMT (remote record)
• RTE (route record)

Recovery: Report the problem to Customer Technical Support through GCSC.

Duplicate File Part Name Defined filename

Cause: The file part name (filename) shown in the error message is a duplicate setting for a FILE
PART FILENAME or ALTFILE PART FILENAME setting. This error message is generated
towards the end of the compiler run and is not associated with a single command line in the
Source Configuration file.

Recovery: Modify the Source Configuration file to correct the duplicate file part name or alternate file
part name, then run the compiler again.

RUN ABORTED - ARG0 is too large

Cause: The program name in the RUN command is too long.
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Recovery: Correct the program name in the RUN command and run the compiler again.

RUN ABORTED - ARG1 is too large

Cause: The name of the Source Configuration file appearing in the RUN command is too long.

Recovery: Correct the file name in the RUN command and run the compiler again.

RUN ABORTED - ARG2 is too large

Cause: The name of the Object Configuration file appearing in the RUN command is too long.

Recovery: Correct the file name in the RUN command and run the compiler again.

'fopen' error on filename

Cause: The error occurred while the compiler was trying to perform a file open operation (fopen) on
the file named in the message (filename). This error indicates a problem with processing the
Source Configuration file or the creation and processing of the Object Configuration file.

Recovery: Verify that the file exists and that the file is not a text file. Make sure that the security for the
file is properly set for the file operation.

'fgets' error on filename

Cause: The error occurred while the compiler was trying to perform a file read operation (fgets) on
the file named in the message (filename). This error indicates a problem with processing the
Source Configuration file or the creation and processing of the Object Configuration file.

Recovery: Verify that the file exists and that the file is not a text file. Make sure that the security for the
file is properly set for the file operation.

'fclose' error on filename

Cause: The error occurred while the compiler was trying to perform a file close operation (fclose) on
the file named in the message (filename). This error indicates a problem with processing the
Source Configuration file or the creation and processing of the Object Configuration file.

Recovery: Verify that the file exists and that the file is not a text file. Make sure that the security for the
file is properly set for the file operation.

Error nn on FILE_CREATE_, File: filename

Cause: The error occurred while the compiler was trying to perform a file operation on the file
named in the message (filename). This error indicates a problem with processing the Source
Configuration file or the creation and processing of the Object Configuration file.

Recovery: The corrective action depends on the error number returned. Look up the error number (nn)
in the Guardian Procedure Errors and Messages Manual. Modify the Source Configuration
file as needed, then run the compiler again.

Error nn on FILE_OPEN_, File: filename
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Cause: The error occurred while the compiler was trying to perform a file operation on the file
named in the message (filename). This error indicates a problem with processing the Source
Configuration file or the creation and processing of the Object Configuration file.

Recovery: The corrective action depends on the error number returned. Look up the error number (nn)
in the Guardian Procedure Errors and Messages Manual. Modify the Source Configuration
file as needed, then run the compiler again.

Error nn on FILE_PURGE_, File: filename

Cause: The error occurred while the compiler was trying to perform a file operation on the file
named in the message (filename). This error indicates a problem with processing the Source
Configuration file or the creation and processing of the Object Configuration file.

Recovery: The corrective action depends on the error number returned. Look up the error number (nn)
in the Guardian Procedure Errors and Messages Manual. Modify the Source Configuration
file as needed, then run the compiler again.

Error nn on FILE_GETINFOBYNAME_, File: filename

Cause: The error occurred while the compiler was trying to perform a file operation on the file
named in the message (filename). This error indicates a problem with processing the Source
Configuration file or the creation and processing of the Object Configuration file.

Recovery: The corrective action depends on the error number returned. Look up the error number (nn)
in the Guardian Procedure Errors and Messages Manual. Modify the Source Configuration
file as needed, then run the compiler again.

Error nn on WRITEX to filename

Cause: The error occurred while the compiler was trying to perform a file operation on the file
named in the message (filename). This error indicates a problem with processing the Source
Configuration file or the creation and processing of the Object Configuration file.

Recovery: The corrective action depends on the error number returned. Look up the error number (nn)
in the Guardian Procedure Errors and Messages Manual. Modify the Source Configuration
file as needed, then run the compiler again.

Error nn on FILE_CLOSE_, File: filename

Cause: The error occurred while the compiler was trying to perform a file operation on the file
named in the message (filename). This error indicates a problem with processing the Source
Configuration file or the creation and processing of the Object Configuration file.

Recovery: The corrective action depends on the error number returned. Look up the error number (nn)
in the Guardian Procedure Errors and Messages Manual. Modify the Source Configuration
file as needed, then run the compiler again.

Error nn on FILENAME_RESOLVE_, File: filename
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Cause: The error occurred while the compiler was trying to perform a file operation on the file
named in the message (filename). This error indicates a problem with processing the Source
Configuration file or the creation and processing of the Object Configuration file.

Recovery: The corrective action depends on the error number returned. Look up the error number (nn)
in the Guardian Procedure Errors and Messages Manual. Modify the Source Configuration
file as needed, then run the compiler again.

filename is NOT a Disc File, DevType nn

Cause: The error occurred while the compiler was trying to perform a file operation on the file
named in the message (filename). This error indicates a problem with processing the Source
Configuration file or the creation and processing of the Object Configuration file.

Recovery: The corrective action depends on the error number returned. Look up the error number (nn)
in the Guardian Procedure Errors and Messages Manual. Modify the Source Configuration
file as needed, then run the compiler again.

filename Invalid File Type, FileType nn

Cause: The error occurred while the compiler was trying to perform a file operation on the file
named in the message (filename). This error indicates a problem with processing the Source
Configuration file or the creation and processing of the Object Configuration file.

Recovery: The corrective action depends on the error number returned. Look up the error number (nn)
in the Guardian Procedure Errors and Messages Manual. Modify the Source Configuration
file as needed, then run the compiler again.

filename Invalid File Code, FileCode nn

Cause: The error occurred while the compiler was trying to perform a file operation on the file
named in the message (filename). This error indicates a problem with processing the Source
Configuration file or the creation and processing of the Object Configuration file.

Recovery: The corrective action depends on the error number returned. Look up the error number (nn)
in the Guardian Procedure Errors and Messages Manual. Modify the Source Configuration
file as needed, then run the compiler again.

Invalid DST Remote Manager Name, FILENAME_DECOMPOSE_ Error nn

Cause: This error was encountered when the compiler was generating the remote distribution tables
(DST) used to route messages to remote MBE environments. This error can occur if an
invalid MBE Remote Manager name is defined in the Source Configuration file.

Recovery: The corrective action depends on the error number returned. Look up the error number (nn)
in the Guardian Procedure Errors and Messages Manual. Modify the Source Configuration
file as needed, then run the compiler again.

Invalid DST Remote Manager Name, FILENAME_EDIT_ Error nn
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Cause: This error was encountered when the compiler was generating the remote distribution tables
(DST) used to route messages to remote MBE environments. This error can occur if an
invalid MBE Remote Manager name is defined in the Source Configuration file.

Recovery: The corrective action depends on the error number returned. Look up the error number (nn)
in the Guardian Procedure Errors and Messages Manual. Modify the Source Configuration
file as needed, then run the compiler again.

Invalid DST Remote Manager Name, FILENAME_DECOMPOSE_ Error nn

Cause: This error was encountered when the compiler was generating the remote distribution tables
(DST) used to route messages to remote MBE environments. This error can occur if an
invalid MBE Remote Manager name is defined in the Source Configuration file.

Recovery: The corrective action depends on the error number returned. Look up the error number (nn)
in the Guardian Procedure Errors and Messages Manual. Modify the Source Configuration
file as needed, then run the compiler again.

Invalid DST Remote Manager Name, FILENAME_EDIT_ Error nn

Cause: This error was encountered when the compiler was generating the remote distribution tables
(DST) used to route messages to remote MBE environments. This error can occur if an
invalid MBE Remote Manager name is defined in the Source Configuration file.

Recovery: The corrective action depends on the error number returned. Look up the error number (nn)
in the Guardian Procedure Errors and Messages Manual. Modify the Source Configuration
file as needed, then run the compiler again.

Maximum Number of REMOTES has been Exceeded nn

Cause: The Source Configuration file defines nn remote systems which exceeds the maximum
number allowed (64). This error message is generated towards the end of the compiler run
and is not associated with a single command line in the Source Configuration file.

Recovery: Reduce the number of remote systems defined in the Source Configuration file, then run the
compiler again.

Duplicate Remote Name Defined remote-name for MSP nn

Cause: Two remote systems defined for a single MSP process have the same name✓(remote-name).
The process ID (nn) of the MSP process associated with the remote systems appears in the
error message. This error message is generated towards the end of the compiler run and is
not associated with a single command line in the Source Configuration file.

Recovery: Rename one of the duplicate remote systems in the Source Configuration file, then run the
compiler again.

Duplicate Remote ID Defined nn

Cause: Two remote systems have the same name remote ID (REMOTE REMOTE-ID). The duplicate
ID✓(nn) appears in the error message. This error message is generated towards the
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end of the compiler run and is not associated with a single command line in the Source
Configuration file.

Recovery: Replace one of the duplicate remote IDs with the next available remote ID (sequential
number). You may also need to adjust the FILE ROUTE settings for the remote systems.
After making changes to the Source Configuration file, run the compiler again.

First Remote ID Defined Must be 1, MGR remote-name

Cause: The first remote ID (REMOTE REMOTE-ID) for the MBE Manager at the remote (remote-
name) is not 1. This error message is generated towards the end of the compiler run and is
not associated with a single command line in the Source Configuration file.

Recovery: Modify the Source Configuration file so that the first remote ID for the named MBE Manager
is 1. You may also need to adjust the FILE ROUTE settings for the remote systems. After
making changes to the Source Configuration file, run the compiler again.

Remote IDs Must be Contiguous, MGR remote-name

Cause: The remote IDs (REMOTE REMOTE-ID) are not sequential for the MBE Manager at the
remote (remote-name). All the remote IDs defined for an MBE Manager at a remote must be
sequential numbers starting with 1. This error message is generated towards the end of the
compiler run and is not associated with a single command line in the Source Configuration
file.

Recovery: Modify the Source Configuration file so that all defined remote IDs for the named MBE
Manager are sequential. You may also need to adjust the FILE ROUTE settings for the
remote systems. After making changes to the Source Configuration file, run the compiler
again.

filename: PART - first part-number must be 1

Cause: The number of the first partition (part-number) for the file is not 1. The name of the MBE
file (filename) associated with the error appears in the error message. This error message is
generated towards the end of the compiler run and is not associated with a single command
line in the Source Configuration file.

Recovery: Modify the associated FILE PART setting in the Source Configuration file so that the first
partition defined is 1, then run the compiler again.

filename: PART - part-number must be contiguous

Cause: Partitions for the MBE file named in the error message (filename) are not sequential starting
with 1. This error message is generated towards the end of the compiler run and is not
associated with a single command line in the Source Configuration file.

Recovery: Modify FILE PART settings in the Source Configuration file so that the partitions for the MBE
file are sequential starting with 1. Then run the compiler again.

filename: PART - key length does not match
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Cause: All partial keys (key) used in FILE PART commands are not the same length and they
should be. This error message is generated towards the end of the compiler run and is not
associated with a single command line in the Source Configuration file.

Recovery: Modify the Source Configuration file so that all partial keys used in FILE PART commands
are the same length, then run the compiler again.

filename: PART - file-name is defined but option = 0

Cause: The FILE STORE-OPTION setting (option) for the MBE file named in the error message
(filename) is 0 indicating that there will be no loading or storing of memory-based data to
disk. However, a disk file is defined using the FILE FILE-NAME command and such a file
should not be defined. This error message is generated towards the end of the compiler run
and is not associated with a single command line in the Source Configuration file.

Recovery: Either change the STORE-OPTION or remove the FILE FILE-NAME command. Modify the
Source Configuration file as needed, then run the compiler again.

filename: PART - option > 0 but file-name is not defined

Cause: The FILE STORE-OPTION setting (option) for the MBE file named in the error message
(filename) is greater than 0 indicating that memory-based data is to be stored to or loaded
from disk, or both. However, a disk file has not been defined using the FILE FILE-NAME
setting and such a file should be defined. This error message is generated towards the
end of the compiler run and is not associated with a single command line in the Source
Configuration file.

Recovery: Either change the STORE-OPTION or insert a FILE FILE-NAME setting to define a disk file.
Modify the Source Configuration file as needed, then run the compiler again.

filename: PART - duplicate part-number

Cause: Two FILE PART settings for the MBE file named in the error message (filename) have
the same partition number (part-number). This error message is generated towards the
end of the compiler run and is not associated with a single command line in the Source
Configuration file.

Recovery: Assign a different number to one of the duplicate partitions in the Source Configuration file,
then run the compiler again.

filename: PART - duplicate key

Cause: Two FILE PART settings for the MBE file named in the error message (filename) are defined
using the same beginning partial key value (key). This error message is generated towards
the end of the compiler run and is not associated with a single command line in the Source
Configuration file.

Recovery: In the Source Configuration file, adjust the beginning partial keys (key) for one or both of the
duplicates, then run the compiler again.

filename: PART - key is out-of-sequence
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Cause: All partial keys (key) used in FILE PART commands are not listed in ascending order and
they should be. This error message is generated towards the end of the compiler run and is
not associated with a single command line in the Source Configuration file.

Recovery: Modify the Source Configuration file so that partial keys defined in FILE PART commands
are in ascending order in the file, then run the compiler again.

filename: ALTKEY - first specifier must be 1

Cause: The first FILE ALT-KEY specifier setting for the MBE file named in the error message
(filename) is not 1. This error message is generated towards the end of the compiler run and
is not associated with a single command line in the Source Configuration file.

Recovery: Modify the Source Configuration file so that the first FILE ALT-KEY specifier for the MBE file
is 1, then run the compiler again.

filename: ALTKEY - specifier must be contiguous

Cause: Specifiers in the FILE ALT-KEY setting for the MBE file named in the error message
(filename) are not sequential. This error message is generated towards the end of the
compiler run and is not associated with a single command line in the Source Configuration
file.

Recovery: Modify the Source Configuration file so that the FILE ALT-KEY specifiers for the MBE file are
sequential starting at 1, then run the compiler again.

filename: ROUTE - first route-number must be 1

Cause: The first FILE ROUTE route number setting for the MBE file named in the error message
(filename) is not 1. This error message is generated towards the end of the compiler run and
is not associated with a single command line in the Source Configuration file.

Recovery: Modify the Source Configuration file so that the first FILE ROUTE route number for the MBE
file is 1, then run the compiler again.

filename: ROUTE - route-number must be contiguous

Cause: Route numbers in the FILE ROUTE setting for the MBE file named in the error message
(filename) are not sequential. This error message is generated towards the end of the
compiler run and is not associated with a single command line in the Source Configuration
file.

Recovery: Modify the Source Configuration file so that the FILE ROUTE route numbers for the MBE file
are sequential starting at 1, then run the compiler again.

filename: ROUTE - key length does not match

Cause: All partial keys (key) used in FILE ROUTE commands are not the same length and they
should be. This error message is generated towards the end of the compiler run and is not
associated with a single command line in the Source Configuration file.
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Recovery: Modify the Source Configuration file so that all partial keys used in FILE ROUTE commands
are the same length, then run the compiler again.

filename: ROUTE - 1st key > 2nd key

Cause: The key range in a FILE ROUTE command is stated backwards. The first key is greater than
the second key. This error message is generated towards the end of the compiler run and is
not associated with a single command line in the Source Configuration file.

Recovery: Modify the Source Configuration file so that the partial keys are in the correct order in the
FILE ROUTE command, then run the compiler again.

filename: ROUTE - duplicate route-number

Cause: FILE ROUTE settings for the MBE file named in the error message (filename) have duplicate
route numbers. This error message is generated towards the end of the compiler run and is
not associated with a single command line in the Source Configuration file.

Recovery: Modify the Source Configuration file to correct the duplicate route number. Ensure that route
numbers are sequential starting at 1, then run the compiler again.

filename: ROUTE - duplicate 1st key

Cause: The first keys defined for two key ranges are the same. This means that two overlapping
key ranges are to be sent to the same remote system. For example, keys in the range 0-9
and 0-5 that are defined to be sent to remote ID 2 result in an overlapping key range to be
sent to the same remote system. Overlapping key ranges for a single remote system are not
permitted. This error message is generated towards the end of the compiler run and is not
associated with a single command line in the Source Configuration file.

Recovery: Modify the appropriate FILE ROUTE command in the Source Configuration file so that there
is a single key range defined for each remote ID, then run the compiler again.

filename: ROUTE - duplicate 2nd key

Cause: The second keys defined for two key ranges are the same. This means that two overlapping
key ranges are to be sent to the same remote system. For example, keys in the range 0-9
and 4-9 that are defined to be sent to remote ID 2 result in an overlapping key range to be
sent to the same remote system. Overlapping key ranges for a single remote system are not
permitted. This error message is generated towards the end of the compiler run and is not
associated with a single command line in the Source Configuration file.

Recovery: Modify the appropriate FILE ROUTE command in the Source Configuration file so that there
is a single key range defined for each remote ID, then run the compiler again.

filename: ROUTE - 1st key is out-of-sequence

Cause: The first keys (key) used in FILE ROUTE commands are not listed in ascending order and
they should be. This error message is generated towards the end of the compiler run and is
not associated with a single command line in the Source Configuration file.
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Recovery: Modify the Source Configuration file so that the first keys in FILE ROUTE commands are
listed in ascending order, then run the compiler again.

filename: ROUTE - 2nd key is out-of-sequence

Cause: The second keys (key) used in FILE ROUTE commands are not listed in ascending order and
they should be. This error message is generated towards the end of the compiler run and is
not associated with a single command line in the Source Configuration file.

Recovery: Modify the Source Configuration file so that the second keys in FILE ROUTE commands are
listed in ascending order, then run the compiler again.

Maximum Number of MBE Files has been Exceeded nn

Cause: The Source Configuration file defines nn files which exceeds the maximum number allowed
(32,000). This error message is generated towards the end of the compiler run and is not
associated with a single command line in the Source Configuration file.

Recovery: Reduce the number of files defined in the Source Configuration file, then run the compiler
again.

Maximum Number of MBE Partitions has been Exceeded nn

Cause: The Source Configuration file defines nn file partitions which exceeds the maximum number
allowed (32,000). This error message is generated towards the end of the compiler run and
is not associated with a single command line in the Source Configuration file.

Recovery: Reduce the number of partitions defined in the Source Configuration file, then run the
compiler again.

Maximum Number of MBE Alternate Keys has been Exceeded nn

Cause: The Source Configuration file defines nn alternate keys for a single file and this exceeds
the maximum number allowed per file (32). This error message is generated towards the
end of the compiler run and is not associated with a single command line in the Source
Configuration file.

Recovery: Reduce the number of alternate keys for the file defined in the Source Configuration file,
then run the compiler again.

Maximum Number of MBE Routes has been Exceeded nn

Cause: The Source Configuration file defines nn routes which exceeds the maximum number
allowed (32,000). This error message is generated towards the end of the compiler run and
is not associated with a single command line in the Source Configuration file.

Recovery: Reduce the number of routes defined in the Source Configuration file, then run the compiler
again.

Duplicate File Name Defined filename
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Cause: The file name (filename) shown in the error message is a duplicate setting for a FILE FILE-
NAME setting. This error message is generated towards the end of the compiler run and is
not associated with a single command line in the Source Configuration file.

Recovery: Modify the Source Configuration file to correct the duplicate file name, then run the compiler
again.

ERROR-> No REMOTE Commands Encountered Before CREATE

Cause: The REMOTE CREATE command appears in the Source Configuration before any other
REMOTE commands. There is no route to create. This error message is displayed when the
error is detected.

Recovery: Correct the Source Configuration file, then run the compiler again.

ERROR-> Invalid REMOTE Parameter

Cause: A REMOTE command has an invalid setting. This error message is displayed when the error
is detected.

Recovery: Correct the REMOTE command in the Source Configuration file, then run the compiler again.

ERROR-> MANAGER-NAME is not defined

Cause: The REMOTE MANAGER-NAME setting is missing from the Source Configuration file. This
error message is displayed when the error is detected.

Recovery: Insert the appropriate command setting in the Source Configuration file, then run the
compiler again.

ERROR-> Missing REMOTE Parameter

Cause: A parameter is missing from a REMOTE command appearing in the Source Configuration
file. This error message is displayed when the error is detected.

Recovery: Correct the REMOTE command in the Source Configuration file, then run the compiler again.

ERROR-> ROUTE-ID is not defined

Cause: The REMOTE REMOTE-ID command does not appear in the Source Configuration file. This
error message is displayed when the error is detected.

Recovery: Insert the appropriate REMOTE REMOTE-ID command in the Source Configuration file, then
run the compiler again.

ERROR-> PARAM Commands must precede REMOTE & FILE Commands

Cause: A PARAM command appears following a REMOTE command or following a FILE command.
All PARAM commands must appear before REMOTE and FILE commands in the Source
Configuration file. This error message is displayed when the error is detected.
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Recovery: Correct the order of the commands in the Source Configuration file, then run the compiler
again.

ERROR-> REMOTE Commands must precede FILE Commands

Cause: A REMOTE command appears after a FILE command. All REMOTE commands must appear
before FILE commands in the Source Configuration file. This error message is displayed
when the error is detected.

Recovery: Correct the order of the commands in the Source Configuration file, then run the compiler
again.

ERROR-> Invalid Command, Must be command-name

Cause: The compiler located an invalid command. The command name should be the command-
name named in the message (PARAM, REMOTE, or FILE). This error message is displayed
when the error is detected.

Recovery: Correct the associated command in the Source Configuration file, then run the compiler
again.

ERROR-> No FILE Commands Encountered Before CREATE

Cause: A FILE CREATE command appears in the Source Configuration file before any other FILE
commands. There is no file to create. This error message is displayed when the error is
detected.

Recovery: Correct the Source Configuration file, then run the compiler again.

ERROR-> Invalid FILE Parameter

Cause: A FILE command has an invalid setting.

Recovery: Correct the FILE command in the Source Configuration file, then run the compiler again. This
error message is displayed when the error is detected.

ERROR-> Missing FILE Parameter

Cause: A parameter is missing from a FILE command appearing in the Source Configuration file.
This error message is displayed when the error is detected.

Recovery: Correct command in the Source Configuration file, then run the compiler again.

ERROR-> Missing ALL on RESET command

Cause: A FILE RESET command is missing the word “ALL”. The correct syntax is FILE RESET ALL.
This error message is displayed when the error is detected.

Recovery: Correct the command in the Source Configuration file, then run the compiler again.

ERROR-> Missing mbe-fname on CREATE command
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Cause: A FILE CREATE command is missing the name of the file that is to be created (mbe-fname).
This error message is displayed when the error is detected.

Recovery: Correct the command in the Source Configuration file, then run the compiler again.

ERROR-> file-name is defined but option is 0

Cause: A file for storing or loading records is defined using a FILE FILE-NAME command in the
Source Configuration file, but the STORE-OPTION is 0 indicating that data is neither loaded
from disk nor stored to disk. This error message is displayed when the error is detected.

Recovery: Remove the FILE FILE-NAME command or change the STORE-OPTION setting in the
Source Configuration file, then run the compiler again.

ERROR-> option> is > 0 but file-name is not defined

Cause: A file for storing or loading records is not defined, but the STORE-OPTION is greater than 0
indicating that data should be loaded from disk or stored to disk, or both. This error message
is displayed when the error is detected.

Recovery: Insert an appropriate FILE FILE-NAME command or change the STORE-OPTION setting in
the Source Configuration file, then run the compiler again.

ERROR-> file-name not defined, option is Non-Zero

Cause: A file for storing or loading records is not defined, but the STORE-OPTION is non-zero
indicating that data should be loaded from disk or stored to disk, or both. This error message
is displayed when the error is detected.

Recovery: Insert an appropriate FILE FILE-NAME command to define the file where data is to be stored
or loaded, or change the STORE-OPTION setting in the Source Configuration file, then run
the compiler again.

ERROR-> option is > 1 but MFS id is 0

Cause: The STORE-OPTION is greater than 1 indicating that data should be loaded from disk
or stored to disk (or both), but no MFS process is defined because the MFS-PROCESS-ID
setting is 0. This error message is displayed when the error is detected.

Recovery: Change the STORE-OPTION setting or insert a non-zero setting for the MFS-PROCESS-ID in
the Source Configuration file, then run the compiler again.

ERROR-> block-length exceeds Enscribe maximum of (4096)

Cause: A file has been defined, the STORE-OPTION is non-zero, and a BLOCK-LENGTH has been
defined that is greater than 4096. Under these circumstances, the limit imposed by Enscribe
is enforced. This error message is displayed when the error is detected.

Recovery: Change the setting for the FILE BLOCK-LENGTH command in the Source Configuration file,
then run the compiler again.

ERROR-> record-length exceeds Enscribe maximum of (4096)
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Cause: A file has been defined, the STORE-OPTION is non-zero, and a RECORD-LENGTH has been
defined that is greater than 4096. Under these circumstances, the limit imposed by Enscribe
is enforced. This error message is displayed when the error is detected.

Recovery: Change the setting for the FILE RECORD-LENGTH command in the Source Configuration
file, then run the compiler again.

ERROR-> mbe-fname is too long

Cause: The file name for the MBE file is too long.

Recovery: Correct the name of the file name in the associated FILE command in the Source
Configuration file, then run the compiler again. This error message is displayed when the
error is detected.

ERROR-> mbe-fname is invalid

Cause: The file name for the MBE file is not a valid file name. File names must follow standard
naming conventions. This error message is displayed when the error is detected.

Recovery: Correct the name of the file name in the associated FILE command in the Source
Configuration file, then run the compiler again.

ERROR-> PRIM CPU and BKUP CPU are the Same

Cause: The processors named in a FILE PRIMARY-CPU and a FILE BACKUP-CPU command for a
file are the same. The primary processor and backup processor for a file must be different.
This error message is displayed when the error is detected.

Recovery: Correct the primary and backup processors in the associated FILE commands in the Source
Configuration file, then run the compiler again.

ERROR-> record-length exceeds block-length

Cause: The length defined for the RECORD-LENGTH for a file is greater than the BLOCK-LENGTH
for the file. The BLOCK-LENGTH should be greater than the RECORD-LENGTH. This error
message is displayed when the error is detected.

Recovery: Correct the RECORD-LENGTH and BLOCK-LENGTH in the associated FILE commands in
the Source Configuration file, then run the compiler again.

ERROR-> key-length MUST be Greater than 0

Cause: The length defined for the KEY-LENGTH for a file is not greater than zero (0) and it should
be. This error message is displayed when the error is detected.

Recovery: Correct the KEY-LENGTH in the associated FILE commands in the Source Configuration file,
then run the compiler again.

ERROR-> key-offset exceeds record-length - key-length
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Cause: The length defined for the KEY-OFFSET is greater than the difference between the
RECORD-LENGTH and the KEY-LENGTH. One or more of these values is incorrect. This
error message is displayed when the error is detected.

Recovery: Correct the KEY-OFFSET, RECORD-LENGTH, and/or KEY-LENGTH settings in the
associated FILE commands in the Source Configuration file, then run the compiler again.

ERROR-> DPE pri nn not greater than MSP pri nn

Cause: The priority established for the DPE process (DPE pri nn) using the FILE PRIORITY setting
is not greater than the priority established for the MSP process (MSP pri nn) using the
PARAM MSP-PRIORITY command. The DPE process should run at a higher priority than the
MSP process. This error message is displayed when the error is detected.

Recovery: Correct the FILE PRIORITY setting or the PARAM MSP-PRIORITY setting in the Source
Configuration file, then run the compiler again.

ERROR-> DPE pri nn not greater than MFS pri nn

Cause: The priority established for the DPE process (DPE pri nn) using the FILE PRIORITY setting
is not greater than the priority established for the MFS process (MFS pri nn) using the
PARAM MFS-PRIORITY setting. DPE should run at a higher priority than the MFS process.
This error message is displayed when the error is detected.

Recovery: Correct the FILE PRIORITY setting or the PARAM MFS-PRIORITY setting in the Source
Configuration file, then run the compiler again.

ERROR-> Invalid PARAM Parameter

Cause: The parameter for a PARAM command is not valid. This error message is displayed when
the error is detected.

Recovery: Correct the associated PARAM command in the Source Configuration file, then run the
compiler again.

ERROR-> Missing PARAM Parameter

Cause: The parameter for a PARAM command is missing. This error message is displayed when the
error is detected.

Recovery: Correct the associated PARAM command in the Source Configuration file, then run the
compiler again.

ERROR-> Missing parameter-name

Cause: A required command parameter is missing. This error message is displayed when the error is
detected.

Recovery: Add the required PARAM command to the Source Configuration file, then run the compiler
again.

ERROR-> Invalid parameter-name
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Cause: A parameter is invalid. This error message is displayed when the error is detected.

Recovery: Correct the associated PARAM command in the Source Configuration file, then run the
compiler again.

ERROR-> Missing/Invalid parameter-name

Cause: A parameter is invalid or is missing. This error message is displayed when the error is
detected.

Recovery: Correct the associated PARAM command or add the required PARAM command to the
Source Configuration file, then run the compiler again.

ERROR-> parameter-name is out of range nn - nn

Cause: The value for the parameter lies outside the valid range of values for the parameter (nn -
nn). This error message is displayed when the error is detected.

Recovery: Correct the value of the parameter in the associated PARAM command in the Source
Configuration file, then run the compiler again.

ERROR-> TEXT is too long

Cause: One line of text in the Source Configuration file is too long. This error message is displayed
when the error is detected.

Recovery: Correct the line of text in the Source Configuration file, then run the compiler again.

ERROR-> file-name is too long

Cause: A file name appearing in a command is too long. This error message is displayed when the
error is detected.

Recovery: Correct the name of the file in the associated command in the Source Configuration file, then
run the compiler again.

ERROR-> file-name is invalid

Cause: A file name appearing in a command is not a valid file name. File names must follow standard
naming conventions. This error message is displayed when the error is detected.

Recovery: Correct the name of the file in the associated command in the Source Configuration file, then
run the compiler again.

ERROR-> process-name does not begin with '$'

Cause: The name of a process appearing in a command is not a valid process name. Process names
must begin with a $-sign. This error message is displayed when the error is detected.
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Recovery: Correct the name of the process in the associated command in the Source Configuration file,
then run the compiler again.

ERROR-> process-name First character is not A-Z

Cause: The name of a process appearing in a command is not a valid process name. Process names
must begin with a $-sign and the following character must be an alphabetic character. This
error message is displayed when the error is detected.

Recovery: Correct the name of the process in the associated command in the Source Configuration file,
then run the compiler again.

ERROR-> process-name Second character is not A-Z or 0-9

Cause: The name of a process appearing in a command is not a valid process name. Process names
must begin with a $-sign, the following character must be an alphabetic character, and the
next character must be an alphabetic character or a numeric character. This error message is
displayed when the error is detected.

Recovery: Correct the name of the process in the associated command in the Source Configuration file,
then run the compiler again.

ERROR-> process-name Must be in the form [$??cnn] ? = A-Z

Cause: The name of a process appearing in a command does not follow the correct format. This
error message is displayed when the error is detected.

Recovery: Name the process in the associated command in the Source Configuration file using the form
$??cnn where the first ? is replaced with an alphabetic character. Run the compiler again.

ERROR-> process-name is too long

Cause: The name of a process appearing in a command is too long. This error message is displayed
when the error is detected.

Recovery: Correct the name of the process in the associated command in the Source Configuration file,
then run the compiler again.

ERROR-> process-name is invalid

Cause: The name of a process appearing in a command is not a valid process name. This error
message is displayed when the error is detected.

Recovery: Correct the name of the process in the associated command in the Source Configuration file,
then run the compiler again.

ERROR-> file-name is invalid

Cause: The name of a file appearing in a command is not a valid file name. File names must follow
standard naming conventions. This error message is displayed when the error is detected.
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Recovery: Correct the name of the file in the associated command in the Source Configuration file, then
run the compiler again.

ERROR-> file-name is invalid (FORMAT: Qnnnnnnn)

Cause: The name of a file appearing in a command is not in the format Qnnnnnnn. This error
message is displayed when the error is detected.

Recovery: Correct the name of the file in the associated command in the Source Configuration file, then
run the compiler again.

ERROR-> file-name is invalid (MAX Fname Length is 8)

Cause: The name of a file appearing in a command is not a valid file name because it is over 8
characters long. This error message is displayed when the error is detected.

Recovery: Correct the name of the file in the associated command in the Source Configuration file, then
run the compiler again.

ERROR-> CPU Out-Of-Range, must be 00 - nn

Cause: The processor defined in the command is not in the range 00 - nn. This error message is
displayed when the error is detected.

Recovery: Correct the value for the processor in the associated command in the Source Configuration
file, then run the compiler again.

ERROR-> MSPID Out-Of-Range, must be 1 - nn

Cause: The process ID defined for the MSP process is not in the range 1 - nn. This error message is
displayed when the error is detected.

Recovery: Correct the value for the process ID in the associated command in the Source Configuration
file, then run the compiler again.

ERROR-> MFSID Out-Of-Range, must be 1 - nn

Cause: The process ID defined for the MFS process is not in the range 1 - nn. This error message is
displayed when the error is detected.

Recovery: Correct the value for the process ID in the associated command in the Source Configuration
file, then run the compiler again.

ERROR-> Maximum Number of PARTITIONS has been Exceeded

Cause: The number of partitions defined for the MBE environment using the FILE PART command
exceeds the maximum (32,000). This error message is displayed when the error is detected.

Recovery: Correct the associated FILE PART commands to reduce the number of partitions defined in
the Source Configuration file, then run the compiler again.

ERROR-> part-number is out of range (nn - nn)
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Cause: The partition number specified in a FILE PART command is not in the allowable range
(nn✓-✓nn). This error message is displayed when the error is detected.

Recovery: Correct the value for the partition number in the associated PART command in the Source
Configuration file, then run the compiler again.

ERROR-> pcpu is out of range (00 - 15)

Cause: The primary processor specified in a FILE PART command is not in the range 00 - 15. This
error message is displayed when the error is detected.

Recovery: Correct the value for the primary processor in the associated PART command in the Source
Configuration file, then run the compiler again.

ERROR-> bcpu is out of range (-1 or 00 - 15)

Cause: The backup processor specified in a FILE PART command is not -1 or in the range 00 - 15.
This error message is displayed when the error is detected.

Recovery: Correct the value for the backup processor in the associated PART command in the Source
Configuration file, then run the compiler again.

ERROR-> pcpu and bcpu are the Same

Cause: The primary processor and backup processor specified in a FILE PART command for a file
are the same. The primary processor and backup processor for a DPE process must be
different. This error message is displayed when the error is detected.

Recovery: Correct the primary and backup processors in the associated FILE PART command in the
Source Configuration file, then run the compiler again.

ERROR-> file-name is too long

Cause: The name of the file specified in a FILE PART command is too long. This error message is
displayed when the error is detected.

Recovery: Correct the file name in the associated FILE PART command in the Source Configuration file,
then run the compiler again.

ERROR-> file-name is invalid

Cause: The name of the file specified in a FILE PART command is not a valid file name. File names
must follow standard naming conventions. This error message is displayed when the error is
detected.

Recovery: Correct the file name in the associated FILE PART command in the Source Configuration file,
then run the compiler again.

ERROR-> Maximum Number of Alternate Keys has been Exceeded

Cause: More than 32 alternate keys have been defined using the FILE ALT-KEY command. This
error message is displayed when the error is detected.
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Recovery: Reduce the number of alternate keys defined using FILE ALT-KEY commands in the Source
Configuration file, then run the compiler again.

ERROR-> Missing Initial '('

Cause: The opening parenthesis is missing from the settings for a FILE ALT-KEY command or a
FILE PART command. This error message is displayed when the error is detected.

Recovery: Correct the associated command in the Source Configuration file, then run the compiler
again.

ERROR-> Missing Closing ')'

Cause: The closing parenthesis is missing from the settings for a FILE ALT-KEY command or a FILE
PART command. This error message is displayed when the error is detected.

Recovery: Correct the associated command in the Source Configuration file, then run the compiler
again.

ERROR-> Missing Key Separator '-'

Cause: A - is missing from a command that states a key range. This error message is displayed when
the error is detected.

Recovery: Correct the associated command in the Source Configuration file, then run the compiler
again.

ERROR-> '[' bracket missing

Cause: An opening bracket is missing from the settings for a FILE PART command. This error
message is displayed when the error is detected.

Recovery: Correct the associated command in the Source Configuration file, then run the compiler
again.

ERROR-> Missing ending '\'

Cause: The ____ is missing from a ______ command. This error message is displayed when the error is
detected.

Recovery: Correct the associated command in the Source Configuration file, then run the compiler
again.

ERROR-> specifier is out of range (nn - nn)

Cause: The specifier for an alternate key established in a FILE ALT-KEY command is not in the
allowable range (nn✓-✓nn). This error message is displayed when the error is detected.

Recovery: Correct the value for the specifier in the associated FILE ALT-KEY command in the Source
Configuration file, then run the compiler again.

ERROR-> length is out of range (nn - nn)
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Cause: The length for an alternate key specified in a FILE ALT-KEY command is not in the allowable
range (nn✓-✓nn). This error message is displayed when the error is detected.

Recovery: Correct the value for the alternate key length in the associated FILE ALT-KEY command in
the Source Configuration file, then run the compiler again.

ERROR-> length exceeds block-length

Cause: The length for an alternate key specified in a FILE ALT-KEY command is greater than the
block length specified using the FILE BLOCK-LENGTH command. This error message is
displayed when the error is detected.

Recovery: Correct the value for the alternate key length in the associated FILE ALT-KEY command
or correct the block length specified in the FILE BLOCK-LENGTH command in the Source
Configuration file, then run the compiler again.

ERROR-> offset is out of range (0 - 4000)

Cause: The offset for an alternate key specified in a FILE ALT-KEY command is not in the range 0 -
4000. This error message is displayed when the error is detected.

Recovery: Correct the value for the alternate key offset in the associated FILE ALT-KEY command in
the Source Configuration file, then run the compiler again.

ERROR-> offset exceeds record-length - length

Cause: The offset for an alternate key specified in a FILE ALT-KEY command exceeds the
difference in the record length and alternate key length. This error message is displayed
when the error is detected.

Recovery: Correct the value for the alternate key offset in the associated FILE ALT-KEY command in
the Source Configuration file, then run the compiler again.

ERROR-> Maximum Number of ROUTES has been Exceeded

Cause: The number of routes established exceeds the 32,000. This error message is displayed
when the error is detected.

Recovery: Reduce the number of routes established for the MBE environment. Routes are established
using FILE ROUTE commands in the Source Configuration file. Then run the compiler again.

ERROR-> route-number is out of range (0 - 999)

Cause: A route number is not in the range 0 - 999. This error message is displayed when the error is
detected.

Recovery: Correct the associated FILE ROUTE command in the Source Configuration file, then run the
compiler again.

ERROR-> Invalid HEX Key Character
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Cause: A FILE PART command contains an invalid hex character in a partial key value. This error
message is displayed when the error is detected.

Recovery: Correct the associated FILE PART command in the Source Configuration file, then run the
compiler again.

ERROR-> Odd Number of HEX Key Characters

Cause: A FILE PART command contains an odd number of hex characters for a partial key value.
This error message is displayed when the error is detected.

Recovery: Correct the partial key in the associated FILE PART command in the Source Configuration
file, then run the compiler again.

ERROR-> Invalid Digits

Cause: A FILE PART or FILE ROUTE command contains one or more invalid digits in a partial key
value. This error message is displayed when the error is detected.

Recovery: Correct the partial key in the associated command in the Source Configuration file, then run
the compiler again.

ERROR-> Invalid number of Digits

Cause: A FILE PART or FILE ROUTE command contains an invalid number of digits in a partial key
value. This error message is displayed when the error is detected.

Recovery: Correct the partial key in the associated command in the Source Configuration file, then run
the compiler again.

ERROR-> Invalid value for Digits (0 - 255)

Cause: A FILE PART or FILE ROUTE command contains a value for digits that is not in the range 0
- 255. This may be an ASCII value that is greater than 255. This error message is displayed
when the error is detected.

Recovery: Correct the partial key in the associated command in the Source Configuration file, then run
the compiler again.

ERROR-> KEY Exceeds MAX Length

Cause: The partial key specified in a FILE PART or FILE ROUTE command does not fit in 256 bytes.
This error message is displayed when the error is detected.

Recovery: Correct the partial key in the associated command in the Source Configuration file, then run
the compiler again.

ERROR-> Non-Printable character encountered

Cause: The partial key specified in a FILE PART or FILE ROUTE command contains a non-printable
character such as a control character. This error message is displayed when the error is
detected.
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Recovery: Correct the partial key in the associated command in the Source Configuration file, then run
the compiler again.

ERROR-> Invalid file-name, not an ALTFILE

Cause: ALTFILE is not defined in the Source Configuration file or an incorrect forma has been used.

Recovery: Correct the filename in the ALTFILE CREATE command.

ERROR-> filename:ALTFILE - pri-key-length not equal PRIMARY

Cause: FILE KEY-LENGTH AND ALTFILE PRIMARY-KEY-LENGTH not the same.

Recovery: Correct the incorrect setting.

ERROR-> filename:ALTFILE - key-length not equal ALTKEY

Cause: If the alternate key is unique, the ALTFILE key-length must be equal to the ALKEY setting.

Recovery: Correct the incorrect setting.

ERROR-> filename:ALTFILE - key-length not equal ALTKEY + 
PRIMARY
ERROR-> filename:ALTFILE - key-length not equal ALTKEY + 
PRIMARY + 8 bytes for timestamp

Cause: If the alternate key is not unique and is ordered by the primary key, the key length expected
will be the length of the ATLKEY plus the length of the primary key, and possibly plus 8
bytes for a timestamp as well. Some discrepancy exists in the settings for these values.

Recovery: Correct the incorrect setting.

ERROR-> filename:ALTFILE - alt-key-length not equal ALTKEY

Cause: The length set for ALTFILE - ALTERNATE-KEY-LENGTH is not the same as the setting for
FILE ALTKEY.

Recovery: Correct the incorrect setting to make both values the same.

ERROR-> filename:ALTKEY - key-length MUST be greater than 0

Cause: The length set for ALTKEY is 0.

Recovery: Correct the setting.

ERROR-> filename:ALTKEY - key-offset exceeds (record-length - 
key-length)

Cause: One or more of the values named in the error message is incorrect.

Recovery: Correct the values to ensure that key-offset is equal to (record-length - key-length).

ERROR-> timestamp-offset is defined but timestamp-format is 
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zero.

Cause: The timestamp-offset value is required if timestamp-format is 1. If timestamp-offset is 0 and
timestamp-format is 0, the system does not know how to interpret the result desired.

Recovery: Correct the values to ensure that the proper relationship between the two values is achieved.

ERROR-> insert-order not set for Non-Unique Keys

Cause: The system has found some discrepancy in the definition associated with the ALTFILE
INSERT-ORDER.

Recovery: Examine the value for INSERT-ORDER and other settings that affect the non-unique keys to
determine where the discrepancy occurs.

ERROR-> ALTKEY - duplicate specifier

Cause: Multiple alternate keys have been defined in FILE ALTKEY and ALTFILE UNIQUE-KEYS
has been set for unique alternate keys; however, the value for the FILE ALTKEY designation
specifier has been repeated in one or more of the multiple definitions.

Recovery: Change either the specifier definition(s) or set ALTFILE UNIQUE-KEYS for non-unique keys.
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